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Those fateful words . . . 

My wife and I learned a lot of things the hard way during the renovation of our house. If we had 
to do it again, there are definitely some things we‟d do differently. 

Let‟s assume there is a significant correction in Vancouver real estate prices over the next few 

years, or even a crash — similar to what‟s happened in a number of American cities, and in a 
number of other countries. Let‟s say it‟s on the order of 35 to 50 percent, which would be huge, 

and catastrophic for a certain segment of those who currently own houses and condos. And yet, 
even with an event of this magnitude, the fixer uppers pictured above would still be in the $200K 
to $300K range. Add a 50 or 75 percent premium for a similar place on the West Side, like the 
Kitsilano house above — the cheapest house in Kits on the 31st of August, 2010, the day I 
gathered this sample of properties from RealtyLink. In other words, still expensive by national 
standards, assuming price deflation in Vancouver would be accompanied by some degree of price 
deflation in other large Canadian centers. In a comment on a local real estate bear blog, „Renting‟ 
put it succinctly: “A million dollar home in Vancouver is a piece of shit. At 60% to 70% off it 
will still be a POS and will still be priced higher than buying a POS anywhere else in the world.” 
(“NYC Condos for 80% off,” Vancouver Condo Info, November 11th, 2010 at 1:57 pm. While I 
agree with the key point Renting is making about pricing, I don‟t completely agree with his 
assessment of quality, and have more to say about it later.) The majority of new houses, or houses 
with good quality renovations, would still be in the $300K to $800K range, depending on the size 
and quality of the house, and the location. Still beyond the means of many people, especially if 
lending is tightened because of societal debt problems (Credit Crisis II), and wages stagnate 
because we‟re in a recession. In the City of Vancouver, and the more expensive surrounding 
suburbs, the notion that prospective buyers currently sitting on the sidelines will just waltz into 
perfect houses in the aftermath of a crash probably isn‟t very realistic. There would be a few, with 
large amounts of cash, for whom this could be the case. But for many, home ownership would 
still entail buying something sub-optimal and fixing it up — those fateful words… 

Regardless of what happens with the local housing market, the character of Metro Vancouver‟s 

housing stock is what it is. There are large numbers of older, smaller, tired, even dilapidated 
houses, with outdated décor and finishings. They were built in an era of more rudimentary 
building codes, in a time when basements weren‟t designed to be lived in, when heating a house 
was relatively cheap, so building envelopes were less critical. Many of these houses have been 
„remuddled‟ — made worse, and often ugly, by amateurish renovation and remodeling. 
Occupying the next rung up the property ladder are 1970s Vancouver Specials, but even these 
houses are now 30 to 40 years old, and will be starting to have the problems associated with age. 
Many people will find themselves considering houses that require a lot of work, not because they 
really want these particular houses, but because they want to own rather than rent, and it‟s what 

they can afford. 

With that in mind, I‟ve compiled thirty suggestions for survival. (I wish there were fewer…) I‟m 

not a renovation expert, but I am someone who, along with my wife, lived through a difficult 
renovation, and I have thought quite a bit about the process. I‟m also drawing upon the 

experience of friends and neighbours who‟ve undertaken majors renovations, and kindly shared a 

range of information, from practical matters to financial details. 

I‟m not trying to persuade people one way or another when it comes to buying or renovating a 

house. I‟m sharing some insights that may make the process less fraught if you do embark on a 

renovation, or confirm you in your decision to avoid renovating, or perhaps even ownership, 
altogether. If you‟re someone who intends to own a house eventually, in Vancouver or elsewhere, 
but you‟re waiting until prices make more sense to you personally, you can treat the waiting 
period as a great time to learn at your own pace about houses and fixing them up, rather than 
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acquiring information piecemeal in the panicky fashion I was forced into because I was doing it 
on the fly, mid-renovation. (Note to self: plan better next time. If there is a next time…) 

First, some of the positives 

When I look over the suggestions I‟ve compiled here, it occurs to me that any sane person might 

run screaming from the prospect of undertaking a major renovation. It isn‟t my purpose to scare 

people or turn them off. I‟m trying to provide a realistic account of what it takes. And what it 
takes runs completely counter to the magic-wand renovations that happen in the space of a week 
on reality TV shows. Most of these TV projects are a combination of redecorating and light 
renovation, which is fine for what it is, but it distorts the true nature of major renovation — 
applying makeup versus major internal surgery. 

My neighbour „M‟, a renovation veteran along with his wife „S‟, thought I should mention some 
of the positives, the reasons why some people are willing to undergo the difficulty of a major 
reno, and suggested some of these positives himself: 

 You‟re preserving a piece of your city‟s architectural heritage in an age of disposability, 

in which a knock-it-down, throw-it-up ethos, and bigger and newer, mask the often cheap 
and shoddy. 

 You‟re preventing older and often superior materials, such as the dense, strong Douglas 
fir in the frames of older Vancouver houses, from being needlessly destroyed and 
dumped in a landfill. 

 You have the opportunity to control exactly what happens with your house, and you can 
ensure that everything is done to your specifications, and done right. 

To which I would add: 

 Incremental renovation may allow you to afford the size and type of house you want, in 
the area you want. Even if house prices come down dramatically, a good quality new or 
fully renovated house may still be beyond your reach in the areas you favour. With a 
fixer upper, you may be able to at least gain entrance to specific neighbourhoods. 

 You‟re going to learn a lot about houses, depending on the extent of a renovation and 
your involvement with it, knowledge that will serve you very well as a homeowner and 
home maintainer in the years ahead. If at some point you sell and buy a different house, 
you‟ll really know what to look for the second time around. 

 You‟re going to feel the satisfaction of creating something good, a feeling from which 
too many have become disconnected in a profit-driven world. 

A word about condos and townhouses 

My experience is primarily with detached houses, so that‟s what I write about here. However, 

Vancouver is a city that has been rapidly and aggressively condo-izing — in the core, and in 
various pockets across the metropolitan area. For many Vancouverites, real estate prices, with or 
without a crash, dictate that home ownership means condo or townhouse ownership, at least as an 
entry point to the market, and often beyond. Although a number of my suggestions apply fairly 
exclusively to resale houses, some of them are also applicable to condos and townhouses. 
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1. Think about the renovation before you buy the house, not after 

If you‟re planning to buy a house, and your budget puts you solidly in fixer-up territory, prior to 
making an offer, you should think about the particular renovation possibilities and constraints that 
apply to any house you‟re considering. If you‟re planning a major renovation, you should find out 

what zoning and building code regulations apply, and how these might affect your plans. Over the 
years, many houses have had unpermitted extensions, additions, and large decks added, which 
increase the square footage of the house beyond the maximum allowable, or extend the structure 
too close to the property line. You don‟t want to buy a house only to find out that your local 
building and development department requires you tear down a third of it as part of making any 
improvements. 

Your forward thinking at this stage need only be general. Is the house easily and legally 
expandable? Is the interior layout reasonably close to one that suits your lifestyle, or will it 
require extensive, and expensive, changes? Are the house‟s various systems — drainage, 
plumbing, electrical, heating, and so on — near the end of their life, requiring tens of thousands 
of dollars to bring them up to modern standards? More subtle and detailed renovation 
requirements will only emerge after you‟ve lived in a house for a year or more, during all four 
seasons, and discovered the shortcomings that most affect you. 

Thinking in vague terms about „fixing it up‟ is risking disappointment, frustration, and expense. 
Much better to know in broad terms how you‟re going to renovate the fixer upper you‟re about to 

purchase, what the municipality will allow you to do, and roughly how much the renovation will 
cost. That kind of knowledge requires educating yourself, which you can do well in advance of 
entering the market, and probably getting expert help, which I discuss in more detail below. 

2. Look for the lines 

Houses are basically boxes, or assemblages of boxes, with roofs, if they aren‟t flat, that are 
typically some version of a pyramid or triangular prism. Some assemblages are more pleasing to 
the eye than others. Learn about the most common styles of houses in Metro Vancouver — the 
Edwardian box, the Edwardian builder, the Craftsman, the California bungalow (Craftsman 
bungalow), the Voyseyesque cottage, 1920s and 30s builders specials, post-war and 1950s 
bungalows, 1970s Vancouver Specials, on so on. Go for walks in the neighbourhoods you‟re 

considering and look at lots of houses — both fixer uppers and nicely renovated houses that 
appeal to you. Over time, your eye for the lines of a house, and for the lines of a particular style 
of house, will develop. You‟ll be able to more easily distinguish the lumpish, the ugly, and houses 
with the distorted lines of poorly designed additions, from those with aesthetically pleasing lines, 
even if the lines have been somewhat obscured by the subsequent application of stucco, or vinyl 
or asphalt siding. Ideally, you want to get good at spotting the fixer upper with good lines, and 
good potential. This skill will allow you to quickly work your way through long lists of houses on 
real estate sites, and spot which houses may be modest diamonds in the rough, and which aren‟t 

worth the bother. I say modest, because according to my architect neighbour, all the true 
diamonds in Vancouver have already been plucked, and fully renovated, and command full price. 

An example of a modest diamond could be the builders special in the Willingdon Heights 
neighbourhood of Burnaby, the first house in the picture above. It holds good possibilities and 
would probably be a good candidate for raising, and pouring a new foundation, because in 
addition to creating a full-height lower level, raising would make it look more elegant, rather than 
top heavy. Our neighbours M and S raised their 1922 builders special, a house almost identical to 
the one pictured, and the result is very good. A rear addition can also be easily integrated with the 
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existing roof lines of this style of house — as people on our block recently did with their builders 
special, again, with good results. 

Compare these possibilities with the remuddled Lynn Valley house above, which would be hard 
to do much with, without significant alteration of the existing lines. Here‟s a good example from 
another major reno that recently kicked off in our neighbourhood, a similarly proportioned house 
that‟s hard to expand without radical alteration of the existing lines. In this case, the entire second 
storey had to be lopped off. 

 

 
Altering a house’s lines 
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And then there are the outright bad lines. The East Vancouver house pictured below was listed in 
the fall of 2010 at $649K. The original house may have been a small cottage, forming the center 
portion of the current structure, with poorly integrated front and rear additions added later. The 
net result is a messy jumble with an unappealing roof line. Although it‟s priced $50K higher than 

the Willingdon Heights house, it‟s probably a tear-down (although the original center section may 
hold some heritage value), whereas the Willingdon Heights house isn‟t necessarily. 

 

 
Old house with additions 
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New houses can also have bad lines. For example, this Burnaby horror show looks like it was 
conceived by a first-year architecture student after a heavy night out at the campus pub.  

 

 
New house, Burnaby 

 

Paying for the gigantic twin pillars perhaps didn‟t leave enough for twin stair railings. Might it be 

possible that, coming home drunk, one could fall from either the left or the right side of a set of 
stairs? 

You can change the lines of a house, but it costs money — often lots of it — that could be spent 
on other renovation items, like systems replacement. Why not start with good lines, or easily 
expandable lines, to begin with? 

3. Consider various styles of house 

At different points growing up, I lived in a couple of hundred-year-old character houses in 
Victoria — one, a beautiful, half-timbered Craftsman (rented), the other Italianate. I always felt 
that if I eventually bought a house, it would be a character house that I‟d fix up. I hated post-war 
bungalows, the kind that were covered with pinky-brown, beer-bottle stucco. Whenever I pictured 
one of these houses, it was raining, and the stucco was sodden. 

Now the thought of renovating a character house, the ongoing maintenance burden, the heating 
bills for a large space, fills me with dread. I like looking at beautiful character renovations on the 
street, but I don‟t want to own one. Or at least, I don‟t think I do. Occasionally, when I go inside 

one, I‟m struck by the sense of serenity and comfort. 
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My wife grew up in an early model Vancouver Special, probably built in the 1960s. Growing up, 
she hated Vancouver Specials — their depressing uniformity, their raw, immature, unadorned 
feel, the utilitarian approach to home ownership taken by their occupants, in her Trout Lake 
neighbourhood primarily other members of the Chinese community. Ironically, she felt these 
houses expressed a lack of community. In contrast to my feelings about stucco bungalows, my 
wife loved them. The Italians and Portuguese — around Trout Lake, more settled, earlier waves 
of immigrants — lived in the bungalows. With mature gardens, lower profiles, and less obvious 
uniformity, these houses felt cozy to her, more like comfortable homes. 

In 2003, my wife and I bought a post-war, stucco bungalow. During our house hunting period I 
underwent some kind of conversion. I wanted a character house, quickly realized they were well 
out of our range, but also realized that I now liked 1950s bungalows. I‟d come to appreciate their 

solidity, their low, horizontal lines, their quiet practicality. The one we bought is an early model, 
built immediately post-war, in 1946. I prefer the more generous, more spacious versions that 
evolved with increasing North American prosperity in the 1950s. However, I‟m reasonably 

content. 

The one type of house my wife and I agreed we hated, and wouldn‟t consider, was a 1970s 

Vancouver Special, or any of the more recent variants. Now, seven years later, and in the 
aftermath of battling headroom issues in our basement suite during the renovation, the wheel has 
turned again. We might consider a Vancouver Special, were we ever to move. (I do have one 
reservation, which I explain in the section on seismic upgrading below.) The characteristics that 
originally made Vancouver Specials attractive to working class and immigrant families on the 
East Side, and elsewhere in the city, are still attractive today to an even more diverse 
demographic: maximum, or close to maximum, square footage for the lot size; open layouts; big 
rear decks, often covered; a full-height lower level, making installation of a rental suite, or setting 
up a separate area for teenagers, much easier; and a minimum of architectural adornment, which 
although bland, means less maintenance and upkeep. Add to these original enticements a price 
point that can be significantly lower than a renovated character house or a new house. For these 
reasons, Vancouver Specials remain popular, are shedding some of the stigma long associated 
with their utilitarian nature and prosaic form, and renovating them in interesting or unexpected 
ways has become somewhat trendy. 

Lance Berelowitz, in Dream City, had this to say about Vancouver Specials: 

There is a certain irony in the fact that while the Vancouver Special has long been an 
affront to the Vancouver architectural establishment, that same establishment frequently 
finds itself designing and living in equally kitsch architectural clichés and is increasingly 
involved in replicating a new pseudo “Heritage” aesthetic for housing. The pitched roofs, 

cutesy wood detailing and fake-traditional architectural geegaws are now the de rigueur 
language of contemporary residential design. It almost makes the Vancouver Special 
seem refreshingly honest in comparison. 
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Classic 1970s Vancouver Special in the Renfrew neighbourhood, East Vancouver 

 

The houses don‟t change, it‟s we who change. The way we see things evolves. The more you 
expose yourself to a full range of house styles, and analyze their benefits and drawbacks in 
relation to your particular situation, the more options and flexibility you‟ll have. Most of us have 

emotional responses to different styles of houses, unanalyzed, probably rooted in childhood 
experience, and it‟s often these emotional responses that drive our purchasing decisions, rather 

than a careful weighing of the appropriateness of this functional object we‟re buying. 
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Some common Vancouver house styles, 1900 to 1980 
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[Further resources/reading] 

To read more about Vancouver house styles throughout the 20th century, see the following: 

Exploring Vancouver, by Harold Kalman (later with Ron Phillips and Robin Ward). Vancouver: 
UBC Press, 1974, 1978, 1993 (three editions). 

British Columbia Houses: Guide to the Styles of Domestic Architecture in British Columbia, by 
Graeme Chalmers and Frances Moorcroft. Vancouver: UBC, 1981. 

Vancouver and Its Region, edited by Graeme Wynn and Timothy Oke. Vancouver: UBC Press, 
1992. 

Dream City: Vancouver and the Global Imagination, by Lance Berelowitz. Vancouver: Douglas 
and McIntyre, 2005. 

The Story of Dunbar: Voices of a Vancouver Neighbourhood, edited by Peggy Schofield. 
Vancouver: Ronsdale Press, 2007. 

“House Special”, The Vancouver Courier, 11 Sep, 2009. Story related to Vancouver Heritage 
Foundation 2009 tour of renovated Vancouver Specials. 

“Heritage tour of Vancouver Specials shows why they are special”, The Vancouver Sun, 5 Oct, 
2010. Story related to Vancouver Heritage Foundation 2010 tour of renovated Vancouver 
Specials. 

“Your Old House Encyclopedia”, Vancouver Heritage Foundation. Once it goes live, this will be 
a fantastic online resource for identifying and learning about specific styles of Vancouver 
residential architecture. The advertised launch date of summer 2010 has obviously come and 
gone. I sent the Vancouver Heritage Foundation an email asking when they expected the online 
encyclopedia to be available, and they told me Spring 2011. Nothing yet. If you‟re interested, I 
guess the best advice is to bookmark the link, and periodically check back. 

4. Don’t mistake a tear-down for a fixer upper  

As much as I dislike the notion of tearing down any house and sending its materials to a landfill, 
in some circumstances tearing down may make better financial sense than fixing up. Finances 
aside, many home buyers, with tastes and expectations formed by our culture of affluence, will 
judge the more mundane among older Vancouver houses completely inadequate by modern 
standards. 

The line between a tear-down and a fixer upper is hazy, and changes with the market. In a rising 
market flush with ballooning home equity, speculation of various types, and large profits realized 
through sales, tearing down and building new becomes a more attractive and financially feasible 
option. In a falling market with shrinking home equity, speculation at a low ebb, people selling at 
a loss, and money generally tight, people are much more likely to mend and make do. But 
regardless of the particular market conditions, different people have different amounts of money 
they can bring to bear, different goals and aspirations, and different notions of what a house 
should be. One person‟s tear-down can be another person‟s fixer upper. 

The key point is not to mistake what the majority of people would consider a tear-down for a 
fixer upper. If you plan to live in a house for twenty years, it may not matter, but resale 
considerations should factor in to most people‟s purchase and renovation decisions. Pouring a lot 
of money into renovating a house of questionable value — for example, one with bad lines, a 
really small footprint, or small rooms that are hard to enlarge — is not a good use of renovation 
dollars. You may never get your money back out, or even a portion of it. And think how galling it 

http://www.vancourier.com/entertainment/House+special/2897265/story.html
http://www.vancouversun.com/news/Heritage+tour+Vancouver+Specials+shows+they+special/3607461/story.html
http://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/webtool.html
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would be to invest a lot of time, sweat, and money into renovating a place, only to have it torn 
down by the next buyer. I recently heard about just this scenario in a North Vancouver 
neighbourhood. 

5. Don’t renovate 

That‟s right, avoid renovating or fixing up altogether, or at least keep it to a minimum. Some 

people enjoy renovating because they have the manual skills, the knowledge, and the time to do 
good quality work themselves, and they get a lot of satisfaction from the process. But for many 
people, renovating is a stressful, unpleasant passage they endure to get to somewhere better. 
Depending on the circumstances, the stress and unpleasantness can be extreme. 

We bought our fixer upper in 2003 for $355K, and so far have spent another $300K renovating it. 
But we missed out on a well-maintained, attractive 1950s bungalow that sold in a bidding war for 
$402K. This bungalow is located on one of the nicest, traffic-calmed streets in the Grandview 
area we live in, has a big rear deck with a view of the mountains, a basement suite with a full 
eight-foot-high ceiling, and on the main level, well preserved oak floors, a stylish brick fireplace, 
and a kitchen with the original 1950s-style tiled counters. Not the ideal house for everyone, but it 
would have been perfect for us. And the $47K difference in purchase price now looks like a 
pittance compared to the amount of money we‟ve spent renovating. 

Of course, even a well preserved 55- or 60-year-old house is going to need some work. But I 
suspect the work in the case of this house would have been far less onerous, and far less 
expensive, than what we‟ve done with our place. On the several occasions I‟ve walked by this 

house in the intervening years, it doesn‟t look like much has been changed. By all appearances, 
the owners just bought it, moved in, and have proceeded to live in it. Judiciously spending more 
up front may in fact be cheaper in the long run, and less stressful, than buying a place that seems 
like a deal, because the price is lower and “it only needs a bit of fixing up.” 

If initially spending more isn‟t an option, another way to avoid renovating is to accept less house. 
Instead of a detached, single family home, consider a well-built duplex, townhouse, or condo over 
a house, or choose a less expensive location. (For those aspiring to the West Side, know that the 
world doesn‟t end at Main St.). You may feel that compromising in this fashion is not in the cards 
for you personally, but after weighing the alternatives, and costing out various scenarios, you may 
find that one of these compromises allows to you get into a home that doesn‟t require significant 
work and further expense, which could be a better approach for you personally. 

6. Educate yourself 

So how do you know which houses warrant paying more for up front, and which are money pits 
masquerading as a deal? You educate yourself — before you start house hunting. 

I suspect the people who won the bidding war for that 1950s bungalow had a very good idea 
about the relative merits of the house, and that knowledge and understanding gave them the 
confidence to formulate the winning bid out of nine offers. Which isn‟t the same as saying that 

the house, in a more universal sense, was worth $402K in 2003, or is worth $800K now, in 2011. 
Just that the more experienced and knowledgeable you are as a buyer, the more likely you‟ll be 

able to assess value in relation to current market conditions, and act accordingly. 

Unfortunately, for first time buyers, the best teacher is experience. Having owned a house for 
seven years, and having gone through reno hell, we are now far more experienced and 
knowledgeable than we were in 2003. When Marco, the lead on the concrete crew that installed 
our new basement slab, was considering the house he eventually bought, he got the owner‟s 
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permission to dig a hole beside the foundation, so he could check if the foundation walls had a 
footing. No footing, no offer to purchase. How many first time buyers even know what a footing 
is, or why it‟s important? How many would have the moxie to show up at someone‟s house with 

a shovel? 

What can you do to educate yourself? Talk to people who‟ve bought, owned, sold, and enjoyed 

houses, and suffered through home ownership and renovation. Family members, friends, builders 
and tradespeople, architects, co-workers. Talk to landlords, and tenants in basement suites (who 
live closer to the heart of the matter). Most people enjoy talking about their houses, and you‟ll 

learn a lot. Also, read. The Web has some fantastic resources, but ultimately books are a better 
bet. Information can be fragmented on the Web, and hard to find. Well-written, well-illustrated 
books about houses, renovation, and construction, are worth the money and the investment of 
time because they‟ll be comprehensive, do a good job of explaining the technicalities, and 
organize the information in a logical manner. 

[Further resources/reading, general] 

Make It Right: Inside Home Renovation with Canada’s Most Trusted Contractor, by Mike 
Holmes. Toronto: Collins, 2006. 

The Holmes Inspection: Everything You Need to Know before You Buy or Sell your Home, by 
Mike Holmes. Toronto: Collins, 2008. 

I realize Holmes is a TV-star-contractor with a certain on-screen persona and shtick. White knight 
rides in and outs the bad guys, or at least their sorry handiwork. It makes for entertaining TV. 
Holmes also has his detractors and there‟s some anti-Holmes backlash out there. None of that 
really matters when it comes to the books. I feel the books are pretty good, especially for the 
price, have solid information, are very well illustrated, and are written at a general level without 
dumbing things down too much or omitting important details. Whether Holmes wrote every word 
himself, or whether they were ghost written, or committee written, again doesn‟t really matter. 

All that matters is whether or not they are good information sources for someone getting into the 
home-buying, home-fixing game. 

[Further resources/reading, advanced] 

Home Renovation, by Francis D.K. Ching and Dale E. Miller. New York: Wiley, 1983. 

Canadian Wood-Frame House Construction. Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, 2006. 

7. Bottom up, inside out 

Think about houses from the bottom up and the inside out, not from the top down and the outside 
in. 

What you can see when you look at a house online, or tour it in person, is relatively unimportant 
— at least from a financial standpoint — because it‟s easy to get at and easy to change or fix. 

You‟re looking at décor and finishings, and these are not the things on which you should 
primarily base your purchase decision. Typically, house flippers looking for quick profit are all 
about décor and finishings, because they can be quick and cheap to replace, and the shiny 
replacements can dazzle the inexperienced or the unwary. A new IKEA kitchen, fancy-looking 
countertops, and lower end stainless steel appliances can probably be installed for $25K, and will 
look good for a couple of years. How many flippers would spend that $25K on badly needed 
drainage and foundation work? They‟d just sell the house in the summer, when it‟s dry, and the 

unwary buyer is unlikely to encounter problems like a damp basement. 
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What you can‟t see is typically the important stuff, the stuff that can do your personal finances 
grievous harm: the foundation, the drainage, the sewer pipe, the water service, the plumbing, the 
wiring, the gas lines, the furnace and heating duct system, the building envelope, the insulation, 
the attic ventilation, the frame, the roof. In other words, all the systems that in combination make 
a house habitable and comfortable to live in — or, if they‟re compromised, less comfortable or 

even miserable. 

Learn the basics of these systems. A damp basement, if not dealt with at the source, will rot any 
framing, drywall, or flooring installed over top of the concrete substrate. Old galvanized steel 
water pipes will be full of corrosion on the inside, and will progressively choke off the water 
pressure in a plumbing system. Before we replumbed, if a tenant turned on the water in the old 
rental suite, our upstairs shower dropped to a trickle. Do-it-yourself modifications and extensions 
to the electrical system may have created a fire hazard. After we‟d gutted our basement in 

preparation for rebuilding the rental suite, I found a scorched patch on a stud beneath a wire that 
had obviously been overheating. I saw the same thing in my sister and her husband‟s former 

house. 

Beware of surfaces. Look deeper. Which isn‟t bad advice for life in general. Metaphorically 

speaking, show up with a shovel. 

8. Water — the enemy 

Remember this mantra: Water is a house’s worst enemy. — Tom Silva, This Old House 

Vancouver was carved out of a temperate rainforest. The forest is gone, but the rain is still here. 
It‟s what keeps everything green and allows the remaining trees to grow large, but it also 
represents a constant assault on the integrity of houses. The frequency and duration of rain in 
Vancouver is the real problem for houses and wood-frame condos, rather than the total amount of 
rainfall. Instead of intermittent cloudbursts that dump a lot of water in a short time before the sun 
reappears, drying out everything, rain in Vancouver tends to be an all-day or all-week affair. 
Drizzly, misty, fine rain alternating with overcast skies means that buildings can stay damp for 
long periods of time, which coupled with mild temperatures is exactly what promotes mould 
growth and rot. 

One way of looking at a house is as a water-resisting structure, or perhaps more accurately, a 
water-management system. Most of us would think first about the roof, but in some ways roofs 
aren‟t the main problem. They‟re specifically designed to resist and shed water, and if properly 
built and maintained, do their job well. Problems that do arise tend to be with roof penetrations 
for vents, chimneys, or skylights, and improperly installed or poorly maintained flashing and 
caulking. But everything‟s exposed, so finding and fixing problems is usually straightforward. 

If you‟re buying a house, one thing to be cautious about is a roof with insufficient overhang — 
the part of the roof that extends beyond the house wall. Overhangs are important because they 
prevent water from rain and roof runoff saturating house walls and potentially working its way 
into the house. Deep overhangs are best. Anything less than a foot won‟t be that effective, and 
even a foot isn‟t that much. A roof with little or no overhang may once have had one, but poor 
maintenance of the roof allowed the edges to rot, and instead of repairing the damage, someone 
doing a quick roofing job just buzzed away the rot with a saw and re-roofed what was left. Be 
cautious about buying a house with a compromised or missing roof overhang. In subsequent years 
water may have penetrated the walls, and rot may have spread through the sheathing and framing. 
At the very least, rebuilding a roof overhang should be one of the first things you do. 

Less straightforward are problems associated with water penetration through walls, through 
concrete foundations, and around windows and doors — the elements that along with the roof 
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make up the building envelope. One of the veteran house builders who worked on our reno 
maintained that flawed building envelope design was at the root of the leaky condo crisis. A 
number of years ago, the BC building code and the Vancouver building by-law were amended to 
require that all new construction incorporate a vapour barrier on the inside of exterior walls — 
typically a layer of heavy poly between the drywall and the studs and insulation. The idea was to 
improve heat retention and energy efficiency, and protect the cavities of exterior walls from 
condensation, by preventing water vapour from warm interiors meeting cold exterior air inside 
the wall. However, no change was made to the code regarding the outside of exterior walls. A 
typical assembly remained wood siding or stucco over a single layer of black building paper over 
plywood or OSB sheathing. The result was that any water that made its way into a wall from 
outside, because of a leak, or wind-driven rain, or was present in the wall framing materials 
during the construction process, now became trapped behind the vapour barrier. Walls could no 
longer dry to the inside, and given the Vancouver climate, drying to the outside might not happen 
for days at a time. The veteran builder likened the results to “leaving wet salad in a polythene 

bag.” It‟s why the exterior walls of thirty-year-old condos might be rotting, whereas wood-frame 
apartment buildings built in the 1940s or 1950s, or hundred-year-old houses, with plenty of air 
movement through walls that can dry to both the inside and the outside, might be virtually rot-
free. (Although being dry because of draftiness isn‟t really a solution.) 

Once government and industry realized the problem, they came up with the response: the 
rainscreen, the missing half of the wall assembly equation. A rainscreen is a drainage and air 
drying layer immediately beneath the exterior siding that cuts off the passageway for water, and 
drains any buildup to ground. Drainage mat against concrete foundation walls is another 
development that serves the same purpose — cut off the seepage of water through the foundation 
and move it to ground. Several other factors contributed to condos rotting in coastal BC, 
including California-style architecture (flat roofs, no roof overhangs, architectural adornment) 
inappropriate for the climate. And I‟ve omitted some of the more esoteric building science details, 
because I don‟t yet fully understand them. However, sealing up the inside of exterior walls 
without considering the outside was probably the most egregious of various design issues. 

If you‟re house hunting, be alert for signs that water is causing problems for a structure. Check 
the exterior closely for spongy-looking areas, flaking or bubbling paint, or crumbling stucco. 
Understand that vinyl siding may be have been installed over the original wood or stucco siding, 
covering up evidence of rot. In preparation for a sale, a house may have been freshly painted, 
hiding signs of water incursion. Inside, look for water staining on walls, dark, discoloured bottom 
corners, and tiny black dots of mould. Again, take into consideration a recent paint job. Pay 
special attention to the basement or lowest level of the house. Spend lots of time there. Breathe in 
deeply while walking throughout. Does it smell musty or damp? Trust your nose. Put your hands 
on the walls, especially below the foundation line, where drywall may cover concrete. Does the 
drywall feel firm and dry, or damp with a hint of softness? If the basement is unfinished, look for 
white powdery marks on the concrete. This is efflorescence, the salts left from water that has 
seeped through the foundation and evaporated. It‟s not critical if you intend to leave a basement 
unfinished, but a problem if you intend to finish a basement, potentially trapping moisture that 
had previously been able to evaporate. If possible, tour a house during a rainy period, when any 
signs of water incursion are likely to be most noticeable. One of the reasons the peak house 
selling season is during the months of good weather is that the various symptoms associated with 
a leaky building envelope are going to be much less noticeable. Lastly, make sure that as part of a 
thorough home inspection, the inspector goes over the house with a moisture meter. 

If it becomes apparent that a house has been losing the battle with water? Flee. 
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[Further resources/reading, general] 

“Weathering the storm”, The Vancouver Courier, no date. 

[Further resources/reading, advanced] 

“Understanding Vapor Barriers”. Building Science Corporation, 24 Oct, 2006. 

9. Find a good home inspector 

While learning the basics about a house‟s systems is a good idea for any home buyer or 

homeowner, most people don‟t have the time or the inclination to truly delve into the hundreds of 

details that these systems represent. And even if you do learn a lot from books, or other sources, 
it‟s not the same as years of experience gained scrutinizing the inner workings of hundreds of 

houses. For that kind of expertise you need a good home inspector, or some other kind of 
knowledgeable construction industry professional. 

During the height of the bidding war frenzy that gripped the Vancouver real estate market in the 
mid 2000s (with sporadic outbreaks ongoing), it was common to hear of people putting in over-
asking offers without any subjects. In a more normal market, a typical subject would be the 
requirement of passing a home inspection. Incredibly, during this abnormal market, formulating a 
competitive bid might require that you waive the right to look closely at the most expensive thing 
you were ever likely to buy. Step in to a massive financial commitment, and do it blind. 
Foregoing a home inspection is risky behaviour, to put it mildly. It‟s rolling the dice, with tens of 
thousands of dollars, or more, potentially riding on the outcome. In the subsequent years, some of 
these buyers will have discovered they‟ve been burned. Basement walls full of mould, 

foundations crumbling, whole sections of house frame or roofs rotted out, failing building 
envelopes, plumbing and wiring systems at the end of their lives, plugged or non-existent 
drainage, even major structural deficiencies associated with unpermitted work. Big dollars to fix, 
and after spending those dollars, the house still looks the same on the surface. The stove is still 
harvest gold, the toilet‟s still blue (which may be cool, depending on your aesthetic, but doesn‟t 

do much for resale value), and 1970s paneling still prevails. You don‟t feel any closer to 

achieving your vision for the house, but a big chunk of your budget is already spent. A good 
home inspection can save you a lot of grief by alerting you to expensive liabilities in advance, 
allowing you to make a more informed purchase decision, or avoid some purchases altogether. 

Unfortunately, the story that‟s been emerging in the last couple of years is that there are a lot of 
incompetent or even unethical inspectors operating. In Ontario, what regulation there has been of 
inspectors is toothless. British Columbia has only recently started qualifying and licensing 
inspectors (as of 31 March 2009), which means that previously anyone could hang out their 
shingle and call themselves a home inspector. And the barrier to entry may still not be that high. 

Generally speaking, you shouldn‟t use an inspector recommended by a realtor. Either the listing 
realtor, or the buyer‟s realtor. Realtors on both ends of a sale only make money when they close a 

deal. Deals get closed when subjects such as home inspections are removed from offers to 
purchase. Home inspectors who find lots of problems with houses are themselves a problem for 
realtors who want to close deals and get paid their commission. As a buyer, if the problems are 
legitimate, those are the inspectors you want. Some realtors may be inclined to recommend a 
„realtor-friendly‟ inspector with a reputation for passing houses that another inspector might fail. 
You need to ask yourself which inspector is likely to best serve your interests. 

That said, when I asked a realtor during our house hunting in 2003 about a well-known local 
home inspector, he was scathing. In this realtor‟s opinion, this inspector manufactured reasons for 

failing houses in order to generate additional business for himself. According to the realtor, he‟d 

http://archive.vancourier.com/issues01/114101/news/114101nn1.html
http://www.buildingscience.com/documents/digests/bsd-106-understanding-vapor-barriers
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fail two or three houses, collecting his inspection fee on each one, before finally passing a house 
for a client. 

As well, realtors who are interested in repeat business, good word of mouth, or surviving as 
realtors once a real estate boom has run its course, know better than to make a quick and easy sale 
by foisting a piece of junk on an unsuspecting buyer. You need to know whether the realtor 
you‟re dealing with is ethical, or a quick-buck artist who‟ll be closing up shop once the easy 

money is gone.  

It‟s hard to know where the truth lies. Do your homework. The time and effort required to find a 
competent, ethical home inspector is time and effort very well spent. And do it early, well in 
advance of any offer to purchase. Rushing to find an inspector while the clock is ticking on an 
offer makes it less likely you‟ll find a good one. 

[Further resources/reading] 

Inspecting a House: A Guide for Buyers, Owners, and Renovators, by Alan Carson and Robert 
Dunlop. Toronto: Stoddart, 1999. 

The Holmes Inspection: Everything You Need to Know before You Buy or Sell your Home, by 
Mike Holmes. Toronto: Collins, 2008. 

“Think you‟re safe from problems when you buy a new home? Think again”, CBC Marketplace, 
9 Jan, 2009 

“Can you trust your home inspector?”, CBC Marketplace, 8 Jan, 2010 

“Homeowners out thousands despite warranty”, CBC News, 16 Nov, 2010. 

10. Look for the big picture 

The mistake I made with our renovation was to leap in, rather than step back, take pause, and 
consider as many options as possible before making any major decisions. I recommended an 
initial job to my wife — redoing the drainage — that although reasonable enough in itself, was a 
decision made in isolation that closed the door on other options later. My wife and I should have 
talked to more people up front, especially construction industry professionals. I didn‟t foresee the 
extent to which the renovation would evolve, and I didn‟t have much of a plan. In short, I didn‟t 

look for the big picture. 

When we had the drainage redone, the drainage company, quite rightly, installed the perforated 
drainage pipe just below the level of the original basement slab, near the base of the foundation 
walls. The problem, I later realized, was that this initial decision married us to those foundation 
walls. And, as it later turned out, the walls have no footing beneath them, a footing being a 
horizontal expanse of concrete designed to displace the weight of vertical foundation walls 
(imagine an inverted concrete „T‟), and a house above. No footing — common for houses in 
Vancouver of a particular age — means that adding additional weight, such as a second storey 
addition, is risky because it can cause a house to sink, or go off kilter, and therefore it‟s not 

something a structural engineer is likely to approve. In our case, the problem was further 
compounded by the fact that the foundation walls don‟t extend down to the hardpan, the hard-
packed clay layer about two-and-a-half feet down in our part of Vancouver. The walls rest on 
material in the layer above — softer, more compressible, more water permeable brown soil.  

The foundation walls also extended only an additional six or eight inches below the level of the 
original basement slab. What this situation meant when replacing the slab was that we couldn‟t 

excavate very much soil beneath the house, and the new basement slab, although constructed to 
modern standards, is no lower than the old basement slab — and it couldn‟t be any lower anyway, 

http://www.cbc.ca/marketplace/2009/new_home_nightmares/main.html
http://www.cbc.ca/marketplace/2010/grow_op_cover_up/main.html
http://www.cbc.ca/canada/british-columbia/story/2010/11/15/bc-homewarranty.html
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because of the height of the drainage pipe — leaving the headroom in the rental suite at around 
seven feet, a foot less than the standard eight. 

A much better approach than the ass-backwards one I instigated would have been to jack up the 
house and support it on blocks, completely demolish the old foundation (slab and foundation 
walls), excavate down to the hardpan, pour a new foundation to modern standards, and redo the 
drainage at the same time. We would have had a full-height rental suite, and the option of a 
second storey addition at some future date. Despite that initial, fateful drainage decision, we 
could have gone this route, but it would have meant sacrificing a one-year-old, $11,000 drainage 
job, which wasn‟t something we could stomach. 

Prior to making any major, house-related decisions, even a casual chat with a competent 
construction industry professional could have alerted us to the issues. 

Here are some similar ass-backward scenarios to avoid: 

 Re-roofing a house to which you subsequently add a second storey. 

 Painting a house that you subsequently re-side. (We caught ourselves out on this one as 
well.) 

 Replacing windows and doors in a house that is then redesigned by an architect, which 
often involves changing the size and/or position of windows and doors. 

 Replumbing a house and then later renovating kitchen and bathrooms, including moving 
fixtures. 

 Finishing a basement and then discovering the foundation should have been moisture 
proofed. 

 Drywalling a basement ceiling as part of installing a rental suite, and then discovering 
you should have installed soundproofing in the joist spaces above the drywalled ceiling. 

 Doing some quick, cheap, do-it-yourself redecorating or light renovation upon first 
moving in — vinyl flooring or peel ‟n‟ stick tiles, cheap light fixtures, cheap kitchen 
cabinets, amateurish tiling and wood trim, and so on — which then looks tawdry in 
comparison to better quality work done later by professionals. 

 Leaving an unused chimney or masonry flue in place, which sabotages floor plans and 
gobbles up precious square footage while you renovate around it. (This one we did get 
right, removing our unused masonry flue as part of our renovation, but we vacillated a lot 
over whether to take on the extra cost and mess.) 

 Not doing any seismic upgrading while a house frame is exposed after gutting. (This one 
we also got right, at least to some extent. I discuss seismic upgrading in a separate section 
below.)   

 Re-sodding a lawn, or doing other landscaping or making garden improvements, prior to 
exterior renovation work that involves large stacks of lumber sitting on lawns for weeks, 
and big, size-12 work boots tromping through flowerbeds. (Us again.) 

Most of these mistakes would seem easy to avoid, but only if you are truly able to see the big 
picture from the start. In an unfamiliar realm, many of us can‟t, not without first gaining some 
experience. In general, we tend to get embroiled in our lives, staring out at time horizons that vary 
from a couple of days to a few weeks. We often don‟t know what‟s really possible, or preferable, 

or what constitutes the most efficient use of time and money. We make decisions based on 
incomplete information, or an incomplete vision. 
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If my wife and I had made our initial job the search for a really good general contractor, and 
perhaps an architect, our renovation from earliest planning to final completion would probably 
have taken a year, instead of dragging out for three, would have been much less stressful, and 
would have added future possibilities rather than taking them away. All for about the same 
money, especially if you factor in the two additional years of rent we would have collected.  

11. Find a really good general contractor, one you can trust 

When it comes to general contractors, take what I‟ve said about the importance of finding a good 

home inspector, and multiply it by ten. In Make it Right, Mike Holmes states, “next to you, the 
most important person in your renovation is the general contractor.” And he is right. If you do 
nothing else, do this one thing correctly and it likely won‟t matter. Because you‟ll have hired a 

really experienced person to do all the worrying. 

We made what turned out to be a disastrous decision with the first general contractor we hired — 
and subsequently fired. We figured out fairly quickly how badly we‟d gotten it wrong, and acted 

relatively decisively to remedy the situation, but not before we‟d wasted $25K on poor quality 
work that had to be redone. We also lost $15K in rent we weren‟t able to collect on the unfinished 

rental suite because getting rid of the first general contractor, and finding and waiting for a new 
one during the height of the construction boom, stretched out the renovation by an additional 
year. Dollars aside, our poor hiring decision added a huge amount of additional stress to an 
already stressful situation. 

Conversely, when we found an ethical, competent general contractor, and he and his crew 
eventually went to work, nine-tenths of the problems just melted away. 

How can a general contractor help? 

 A general contractor will have a master plan in mind, and can see all the moving pieces 
and how they fit together: organization, scheduling, daily supervision and management, 
why it makes more sense, and is more cost effective, to do one thing before another or to 
do certain things together (sequencing). Based on plenty of past experience, a good 
general contractor can see three steps ahead, whereas a relatively inexperienced do-it-
yourselfer, or first-time renovator, generally cannot. It‟s the difference between driving a 

treacherous stretch of mountain highway the first time, versus the one hundredth.  

 A general contractor is connected to a network of people in the building trades and larger 
construction industry. Our good, second general contractor told us that it had taken him 
twenty years to assemble his group of trades — framers, plumbers, electricians, 
drywallers, finish carpenters, painters, spray foam insulators, even the guy who 
specialized in laying vinyl on outside decks. He‟d gone through a lot of unsatisfactory 

people to arrive at the solid group he can now call on. He also had connections to good 
structural engineers, and probably architects as well. As a homeowner trying to act as 
your own general contractor, you might have two or three word-of-mouth 
recommendations from friends and family — whose standards and requirements may 
differ from your own — but for many aspects of a large renovation project you may have 
to resort to the Yellow Pages, and perhaps querying companies on the Better Business 
Bureau‟s web site. Not a very reliable method for finding good people. (The 
trustworthiness of the Vancouver BBB has been called into question. See the CBC link at 
the end of this section.) If you‟ve encountered some of the mediocre tradespeople who 

are out there and operating, you‟ll understand the trepidation I felt, the acid in my 

stomach, every time I had to open the Yellow Pages and roll the dice. And during a 
boom, it‟s very hard to get any tradespeople, good or mediocre, to show up or take 
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interest in your one-off job. Why? Because the general contractors and larger 
construction companies with whom the tradespeople have a longstanding business 
relationship are their first priority. And you can‟t really blame them. In a notoriously 

cyclical industry, that‟s where the best chance of steady work lies, or at least some work 

in the lean times. 

 A good general contractor knows the local building code, and the inspectors. The 
inspectors know the general contractors, and the quality of their work. Good general 
contractors are going to have far fewer failed items on inspections, and far fewer 
challenges from inspectors over construction details that may be open to interpretation. 
Inspectors know good general contractors aren‟t trying to evade building code 

requirements, and therefore the whole inspection process — which on a larger project 
involves multiple inspectors and multiple inspections — goes much more smoothly. 
There‟s much less chance something will have to be ripped apart and redone.  

 A general contractor has access to a greater range of building supplies, some supplies of 
better quality, and commercial supplies, not generally or easily available to the 
homeowner. Typically, general contractors deal with building supply companies and 
lumber yards, not with the neighbourhood Rona or Home Depot, although they may deal 
with the consumer-oriented, big box stores for certain items, or on an occasional basis for 
time savings. 

 A general contractor gets building supplies, bathroom fixtures, kitchen cabinets, flooring, 
even appliances, at the contractor‟s price, which can be anywhere from 10% to 40% 

below the regular retail price. Suppliers give this discount, again, because of a business 
relationship, one that equates to an ongoing volume of sales, and also because much of 
the time and hassle, the overhead, of dealing with the homeowner inexperienced in 
construction matters is absorbed by the general contractor, not the supplier. This discount 
is not going to be passed directly to you, but some of it can be, depending on the type of 
contract you have with the general contractor and whether or not the person is ethical. If a 
renovation contract stipulates cost of labour and materials plus a 15% contractor‟s fee, a 

20% contractor‟s discount on materials still leaves you ahead ($100 x 0.8 x 1.15 = $92). 

What you have to watch out for is double dipping. The unethical contractor who gets a 
discount, charges you full retail price, and then adds the 15% contractor‟s fee. Seeing the 

actual invoice from the supplier can help in this regard. 

 A general contractor knows what constitutes a reasonable price, or at least the current 
market price, for subtrades like plumbers and electricians. This knowledge protects you 
from gouging — the inflated prices that some subtrades charge when dealing directly 
with homeowners. 

 A general contractor knows what constitutes a reasonable standard of quality. With 
certain general contractors — the ones you want — the trades know they‟ll be called on 

sloppy work, and may be risking future work if they let standards slip. Some tradespeople 
may be tempted to cut corners when working directly for homeowners, under the 
assumption the homeowner won‟t know the difference. 

If you really know what you‟re doing, and you have the necessary time and energy, you can act as 

your own general contractor and probably save some money. For the other 99% of people 
embarking on a major renovation, finding a competent, trustworthy general contractor is 
absolutely the way to go. 
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[Further resources/reading] 

Inspecting a House: A Guide for Buyers, Owners, and Renovators, by Alan Carson and Robert 
Dunlop. Toronto: Stoddart, 1999. Part Two provides a good overview of home renovation, and 
includes a section on the pros and cons of hiring a general contractor versus going it alone. 

“Better Business Bureau accused of biased ratings”, CBC News, 23 Nov, 2010. 

12. Consider hiring an architect and a structural engineer 

Depending on the size or complexity of a renovation, or the existence of any special 
requirements, in addition to a general contractor, it may be advisable to engage a couple of other 
construction industry professionals: an architect and a structural engineer. 

A good architect understands possibilities. He or she can look at an existing structure and see how 
it can evolve into something more usable, better suited to the occupants‟ particular lifestyle, and 
more attractive to look at, both inside and out. Better traffic flow, rooms better sized for their 
purpose, more efficient use of space, better noise control and privacy, smarter storage solutions, 
better light (natural and artificial), better integration with the outdoors, exciting and interesting 
use of finishing materials and finishing details, and an overall harmonious feel, are all qualities 
that an architect can bring to a renovation. Attempting a second storey addition, or a rear 
extension, without using an architect or a designer, is risking joining the legions of the lumpy and 
the visually unappealing. Without an architect, your new layout may be less than optimal — or 
you may not even realize that moving a wall or two can make dramatic improvements. 

We didn‟t use an architect when we redid the layout of the rental suite, and we really struggled 

with the size and placement of the two bedrooms, and the bedroom closets. Partly owing to the 
City‟s refusal to let us alter the size and position of two side windows, we were stuck with either 
one inappropriately large bedroom, or two small bedrooms. We eventually decided on two small 
bedrooms as the better choice from a rental return standpoint, and the result is reasonable, but not 
ideal. Once beds are in place, moving around the rooms is pretty tight. We also changed aspects 
of the overall suite layout several times, some of the changes mid-stream. Hiring an architect 
probably would have helped.  

An architect, or the City, may require that you hire a structural engineer. You may want to hire 
one, regardless. Details like the placement of load-bearing walls, the adequacy of foundation 
support, the necessary size and placement of beams, the allowable span of joists, roof design, and 
in a place like Vancouver, seismic considerations, are all the purview of the structural engineer. 
The structural engineer is concerned with the skeleton of the house, the bones, ensuring that it‟s 

strong enough to withstand the force of gravity acting upon the overall weight of the house and its 
contents, and additional loads like snow, and also the lateral or shearing forces of an earthquake, 
or depending on where you live, a hurricane, should one occur. Competent builders understand 
these issues as well, but the degree of specificity required, and the need to engineer an entire 
structure as an integrated unit, go beyond the expertise typical for a builder — especially for 
structures that are more complex. 

An architect and a structural engineer don‟t just disappear once the plans are drawn up. The 
architect, especially, often continues to act as an overall project authority, working with the 
general contractor to ensure that the renovation yields the intended results. And the structural 
engineer checks back at regular intervals, performing inspections to make sure the structural 
elements are built as specified. These multiple layers of oversight, and complementary forms of 
expertise, can go a long way toward avoiding the type of renovation and construction disasters 
we‟ve all heard about, or personally suffered through.  

http://www.cbc.ca/canada/british-columbia/story/2010/11/22/bc-betterbusiness.html
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Again, as with a home inspector and a general contractor, if you‟re going to hire these 

professionals, it‟s crucial that you spend whatever time and energy are necessary to find good 
ones. Don‟t rush the decision as I did when hiring the structural engineer for our reno, and then 

spend the next six months or a year regretting it. 

13. Get permits 

People who don‟t get permits, and attempt to evade city inspectors, aren‟t screwing the City, 

they‟re screwing themselves. Okay, there may be some small jobs that technically require a 

permit, where the hassle and expense do seem unwarranted, but for renovation work of any 
significance, getting a permit, quite apart from being the law, makes a lot of sense. 

Permits and inspectors provide an important layer of protection against substandard or even 
dangerous work. Is unpermitted electrical work done under the table really a deal? Or a basement 
reno with incorrectly installed insulation and vapour barrier that breeds mould? While there are 
plenty of stories about obdurate, hair-splitting inspectors, in general they‟re a reasonable bunch, 

and a valuable resource. Having an experienced set of eyes review the work as it progresses 
protects against ineptitude, or shortcutting associated with greed. During the early stages of our 
reno, the dialogue I had with the building inspector helped expose our first general contractor for 
the borderline conman that he was. 

If you‟re doing the work yourself, an inspector can answer questions in advance, before you do 
the work or commit to a particular approach. A reliable method for passing an inspection is to ask 
the inspector how the work should be done, and then following the instructions. 

Permits, inspectors, and inspections are an interface with the local building code and the building 
by-laws. Building codes are not random assemblages of arbitrary requirements. They‟re a living 

body of best practices that develop over time in response to increasing knowledge and 
experience. They‟re not perfect. As I‟ve already described, the leaky condo crisis in coastal BC is 
perhaps as much a result of previously inadequate provisions in the building code as it is a result 
of sloppy, profit-driven building practices. But past failures and inadequacies lead to 
improvements in the code. 

Many tradespeople, general contractors, and other construction industry professionals won‟t work 

on a job without the proper permits. Contractors who actively dissuade you from getting a permit 
are contractors to avoid. Under the guise of saving you money, they‟re probably trying to get 

away with something — which could come back to haunt you, not the contractor. 

Permits also provide a record that work was done properly and to code. This paper trail can help 
with the subsequent sale of a house — especially in a down market when buyers have the upper 
hand. 

14. Scrutinize 

Even with the best people working for you, you still need to inspect the work closely, and 
regularly — ideally daily, so you catch any problems or issues before they magnify, or before 
they get covered over with subsequent work. Nipping problems in the bud is typically a lot less 
expensive and less time consuming than trying to fix them retroactively. And requiring that 
contractors or tradespeople fix deficiencies while they‟re still working on your job, and before 

they‟ve been paid — in other words, while you still have direct, face-to-face communication, and 
some leverage — is much more effective than attempting to call people back. Of course, some 
problems emerge only after the fact. Reputable contractors and trades will come back and fix 
problems promptly, and usually graciously. But even the best may need some nudging. In which 
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case, persistence and psychological tactics may be required. After a year and a half of 
sporadically trying to get a tiling company to return to fix a problem, dealing primarily with the 
sales guy, I eventually phoned the owner and told him I was “frustrated and disappointed.” 

Translation: We‟re no longer talking about the relatively minor fix. We‟re now talking about your 

company‟s reputation and what I may say to other people. That worked. Because they are in fact 

a reputable operator. 

Scrutiny will also reveal, relatively quickly, when you don‟t have the best people working for 
you. If you let people know, early on, that you won‟t put up with second-rate work, you may see 
significant improvement. However, in the case of truly incompetent workers, you won‟t, because 

they‟re incapable of improvement, at least in the short term. In the case of unethical workers, you 
won‟t, because they have no interest in improving. It‟s not about the work, it‟s about the money, 

and how quickly they can make it. In both cases you need to recognize you hired badly and act 
decisively. If you allow things to continue, and make excuses to yourself about why you 
shouldn‟t fire someone, because you lack the courage to fire someone, the grief and the stomach 
full of bile will be all yours. Don‟t do it to yourself. We learned the hard way that some people 
don‟t deserve a second chance. 

A major renovation contains hundreds of details. The average homeowner is unlikely to be 
knowledgeable about all of them, or even most of them. But if you look closely at things, from a 
variety of angles if possible, you really increase your chances of catching things, and 
progressively improving your eye. Something that doesn‟t look right probably isn‟t. Ask the 

question, diplomatically, and listen closely to the answer. It will typically be one of three types of 
response. Yes, you‟re right, and we‟ll fix it. No, even though it may not look right it is in fact 
right, and here‟s the very specific reason why. No, even though it may not look right it is in fact 

right, and waffle, waffle, waffle. In the case of this third type of response you need to ask specific 
follow-on questions, again, diplomatically if possible, with the subtext being that you will no 
more put up with bullshit than you will second-rate work. If the waffling and lousy work 
continue, then it‟s time to act decisively. 

It is possible to be too picky. Our second general contractor, the competent, ethical one, told us 
about a former client who asked him if the crew would be vacuuming out the stud bays of newly 
framed walls prior to installing insulation. A certain amount of sawdust and wood chips, a known 
byproduct of cutting and drilling wood, typically collects in stud bays — that is, the spaces 
between the vertical 2x4 or 2x6 studs in a framed wall. A quick sweep to remove any significant 
accumulations is normal, but an archival level of dust removal is not. The sawdust and wood 
chips are harmless and are hidden forever beneath the insulation and drywall. However, the 
former client, even while admitting the request was probably unreasonable, couldn‟t stand the 
idea of even the spaces behind the walls not being immaculate. The dust and chips might be 
hidden, but she would know. Our contractor explained that the project budget and schedule didn‟t 

really allow for this level of obsessiveness. (He probably used a different word.) The client 
agreed, and spent the weekend vacuuming all the new framing herself. 

15. Communicate 

Asking questions, and listening carefully to answers, falls into the larger realm of communicating. 
Successfully conducting a major renovation, whether you‟re acting as the general contractor, or 

whether you‟ve hired a general contractor, requires a steady exchange of detailed information 
among a number of parties: homeowners, spouses or partners, families, neighbours if they might 
be impacted by certain activities, general contractor, trades, suppliers, architect, structural 
engineer, and inspectors. The general contractor is the communications hub, which is why they 
live on their cell phones and their pickup trucks are mobile offices. If you‟re acting as the general 
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contractor, that becomes your role, and a cell phone, something I didn‟t have during our reno, is 
going to be very useful. There are going to be plenty of real-time decisions that need to be made, 
and if you‟re unreachable, the decisions will often be made for you, sometimes not to your liking. 

But communicating isn‟t fundamentally about communications tools. It‟s about ensuring, on a 

daily basis, that timely, complete, and accurate information is transmitted and received. And the 
basis for that requirement comes back to being informed. The homeowner is the decision maker, 
and good decisions require good information. So don‟t be shy about asking lots of questions, well 

in advance of critical decisions, and asking that unfamiliar construction terminology be explained. 
Once you understand the terms, you‟ll be able to use them yourself, realize the usefulness of a 

specific and succinct way of referring to a particular construction component or detail or process, 
and communication, especially over the phone, when you can‟t point to things, will be much 

easier and more reliable. 

Don‟t assume your wishes will be known. You need to make them known, in concrete terms. 

Contractors and tradespeople have to keep moving. It‟s how they make money. If the marching 
orders are vague or non-existent, they‟ll take their best guess at what they think you want, or 

what, in their experience, makes the most sense. Better that they know exactly what you want 
based on detailed prior discussion. 

Spouses or partners also need to communicate on an ongoing basis throughout a reno. You‟re not 

going to agree on everything, but those disagreements need to be reconciled before you start 
issuing directives to a general contractor, or an architect, or tradespeople. Mixed messages from 
twin decision makers can be problematic.  

16. Document everything as you go 

Keep a good record of all renovation work. Save all plans, permits, invoices, and any other 
associated paperwork. Take before, during, and after photographs. Take photographs of walls 
after all systems work is complete, prior to drywalling. 

A good record of a renovation serves several purposes. There‟s nothing like a photograph of 

wiring or plumbing or gas lines to assist with subsequent maintenance, repair, or alteration, or to 
reduce the chances of hitting something vital when drilling into walls or ceilings to attach things. 
If you‟re planning a phased renovation, photographs of underlying framing and systems can be 

very helpful to an architect, structural engineer, or general contractor working on subsequent 
phases, or to you, if you‟re doing future work yourself. Old invoices serve as a good benchmark 

when assessing quotes for new work, or the cost of materials. If you resell your renovated house 
at some point, you can package everything in a renovation binder that illustrates and documents 
exactly what work has been done and at what cost — evidence to back up your claims about the 
house, and increase the confidence of prospective buyers. The package will also be very useful to 
new owners as they become familiar with the house. And before and after shots can be interesting 
and enjoyable to look at, a gallery of the possible, of dramatic alteration. 
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17. Seismic upgrading — the cheapest insurance you may ever buy 

Before an earthquake, decisions about seismic upgrade requirements, including financing, are 

extraordinarily difficult. After the earthquake, every property owner wishes he or she had done 

more. — Charles Eadie, former Project Manager of the City of Santa Cruz Redevelopment 
Agency Downtown Recovery Plan 

I went through the Loma Prieta quake in San Francisco in ‘89. A portion of the Bay Bridge 

collapsed, thousands of houses were shaken off of their foundations, and 63 people were killed. I 

toured a lot of the damaged areas. . . . I saw dozens and dozens of houses in Oakland that were 

just fine in most regards, except that they had moved laterally a foot or two and fallen off of their 

foundations. Many of these houses still had all of their windows intact and still had dishes sitting 

on the shelves. — Jim Katen, Associated Master Inspectors, Portland, Oregon 

 

*** 

Note: I wrote this section on seismic upgrading before the recent earthquake hit Christchurch, 
New Zealand, and the much more massive earthquake and associated tsunami hit northeastern 
Japan. These recent events don‟t really change anything I‟ve written here, but they do suggest I 
may not be some kind of seismic survivalist nut. Earthquakes actually do happen, and they 
happen with more severity and more frequency in seismically active zones (like the one in which 
Vancouver is located). The results of the Christchurch earthquake do underline a couple of points 
I include below: unreinforced masonry buildings are often the most dangerous type of structure in 
an earthquake, and even if a structure doesn‟t collapse in a earthquake, it may be subsequently 
condemned. An estimated 10,000 houses in Christchurch will have to be demolished. The 
earthquake in Japan provides evidence of something else: fires and tsunamis caused by 
earthquakes can be far more destructive than the earthquakes themselves. Seismically upgrading 
your house won‟t do anything to help it withstand a large tsunami. Living on higher ground is the 
only defense. Even if a house is securely bolted to its foundation, the direct impact of a wall of 
water will smash the structure into kindling. However, anchor bolts and holddowns might prevent 
a house from being floated off its foundation if only a moderate amount of water and force were 
involved — say, farther away from a tsunami‟s initial impact zone. Preventing fires caused by 
ruptured gas mains or exploding electrical transformers is beyond the control of any homeowner, 
but you can improve the seismic safety of gas appliances in a house by using flexible rather than 
rigid supply lines, and by strapping gas hot water tanks to the walls. 

*** 

 

For the price of a granite countertop, some relatively simple seismic upgrades can save a wood-
frame house from tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars of damage in the event of an 
earthquake. The upgrades might even save the occupants from serious injury or death, although in 
big earthquakes wood-frame structures don‟t usually collapse completely, unlike old brick or 
unreinforced masonry buildings, which can. For the owners of houses along the seismically active 
west coast of North America, the issue is more one of establishing at least a basic line of defense 
against the potential for massive property damage, and increasing the chances that a house will 
remain habitable, as opposed to being condemned, in the aftermath of a major earthquake. 

The bad news, in Vancouver, is that the City only incorporated the seismic requirements of the 
National Building Code in 1967 — well after much of the housing stock was built — and one- 
and two-family dwellings were, and still are, exempt from the seismic requirements in the code. 
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For new home construction, the City passes the responsibility to the structural engineer, who must 
attest to the seismic adequacy of a design. There is no requirement for houses undergoing 
renovation to be seismically retrofitted, and the current requirements with seismic implications 
that do exist for new houses are fewer than those in west coast American cities. 

The typical risk factors for an older Vancouver house — all of them present in our own house 
prior to the seismic upgrading we performed — are a house frame that‟s not anchor bolted to the 
concrete foundation walls, corners of the frame that are not secured with holddowns, and cripple 
walls (the short walls extending from the foundation to the first floor) that lack shear resistance 
(resistance to lateral forces). The shaking of even a moderate earthquake can cause an unbolted 
frame to vibrate off its foundation. A larger earthquake can cause a frame that lacks holddowns to 
tip up as a unit, or the entire structure to slump to the ground in one direction as all the studs in 
the cripple walls go over like dominoes, imperiling any occupants on the lower level, such as 
tenants in basement suites. Cripple wall failure is what caused the partial collapse of this house in 
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (the one that disrupted the World Series in San Francisco). The 
cripple walls were probably vulnerable because not reinforced against lateral forces, and were 
further weakened by large openings for two garages, creating what is known as a „soft storey‟. 

With the weight of the house above, there‟s just too little material in this wall to resist the side-to-
side shaking of an earthquake. 

 

 
Cripple wall failure during Loma Prieta earthquake 

 

The good news is that significantly improving the seismic resistance of a typical Vancouver 
house isn‟t that technically challenging or costly, depending on when you do the work, and 
assuming there are no problems with the concrete foundation. Incorporating seismic upgrading 
with a more general renovation is the most cost-effective and least disruptive approach. Anyone 
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considering a major renovation, especially one that includes the lower level of a house, should 
take the opportunity to seismically upgrade while other renovation activities are ongoing. 
Unfinished or gutted basements or lower levels are ideal, because the frame is exposed, and 
installing anchor bolts, holddowns, various other structural connectors, and plywood shear panels 
is relatively quick, easy, and inexpensive. Five thousand dollars should cover it if a contractor is 
doing the work, and perhaps two thousand dollars if you do the work yourself. Two or three 
percent of the cost of a major reno. If the lower level is finished, seismic upgrading will require 
removing and later replacing at least some of the drywall, which increases the expense and effort 
somewhat, but not excessively. 

Most advanced do-it-yourselfers can perform the work themselves, working from a „prescriptive 

plan set‟ — structural engineering drawings that can be adapted to a wide range of houses. I‟ve 

included a link to a City of Seattle web page below that includes a downloadable plan and other 
guides, and similar plan sets are available for free download from the Los Angeles Department of 
Building and Safety, and the Association of Bay Area Governments web sites. The City of 
Vancouver seems to be lagging in this regard, with nothing similar available, that I could find. As 
the Seattle site states, “These plans help homeowners with qualifying structures obtain the 

necessary building permit(s) more quickly and easily and eliminate the need to hire a design 
professional to develop drawings.” 

Consulting a structural engineer may still be advisable, especially for houses with anything other 
than the basic rectangular footprint, or with large openings in the lower level, such as a garage 
door, double front doors or patio doors, or numerous large windows. The larger and more 
numerous the openings, the less the lateral resistance. Involving an engineer is also a good idea if 
you plan to remove interior walls to create larger rooms or an open concept layout — a popular 
approach to the renovation of older houses, with their numerous small rooms, but one that can 
reduce the overall seismic resistance of a structure. 

Here‟s a quick list of the six most basic seismic upgrades for wood-frame houses: 

 Anchor bolts 

 Holddowns 

 Other structural connectors 

 Plywood shear walls 

 Reinforcing or removing masonry chimneys 

 Restraints on hot water tanks 

And here‟s a picture of the cripple walls in one corner of our house, with various structural 
connectors in place prior to installing the plywood shear panels. 
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Cripple walls with seismic upgrading 

 

In the aftermath of the Loma Prieta earthquake, a dramatic and accidental case history emerged 
from Santa Cruz, a city close to the earthquake‟s epicenter south of San Francisco. Architect 
Michael O‟Hearn was in the process of seismically upgrading two identical Victorian houses built 
side by side. He‟d finished upgrading one house, and had just begun on the second when the 

earthquake hit. The upgraded house was virtually undamaged, and cost only $5000 to repair. The 
second house “came apart in four sections,” came off its foundation, and cost $260,000 to repair. 
(APA Homeowner’s Guide: Earthquake Safeguards). 

One thing I wonder about with Vancouver Specials is how well they‟d do in an earthquake. The 
partially collapsed house in the picture from the Loma Prieta earthquake is very like a Vancouver 
Special in its design, but with the addition of the under-house double garage, a feature most 
Specials luckily don‟t have — garages or carports are typically located beneath a rear deck — 
although some do. 
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Vancouver Specials with under-house garages 

 

Vancouver Specials gained additional headroom on their lower levels by extending their cripple 
walls to full height. My lay person understanding is that the taller a cripple wall, the more 
vulnerable it is to the lateral forces of an earthquake, although I haven‟t had that particular point 

confirmed by a structural engineer. A crucial additional factor is the nature of the sheathing on 
the exterior of a house. Traditional 1x8 shiplap fixed horizontally to cripple wall studs (see the 
picture of our walls above) provides very little lateral resistance. And an outer layer of stucco or 
wood siding adds only a negligible amount more. Contrary to some popular opinion I‟ve heard, 
stucco won‟t „hold everything together‟. By contrast, plywood sheathing provides eight times the 
lateral resistance of horizontally oriented shiplap (Residential Guide to Earthquake Resistance, 
page 109). It would be interesting to know how 1960s and 1970s Vancouver Specials were 
sheathed. If it was with plywood, or shiplap oriented diagonally, which provides six times the 
resistance of horizontal orientation, there‟s probably less reason for concern. 

One final note. Vancouver homeowners interested in seismic upgrading may find local builders 
and general contractors reluctant to incorporate the work in a more general renovation. The 
reluctance could be based on a lack of familiarity with some of the techniques, and anxiety about 
what this unfamiliar work will do to carefully calibrated schedules, in which all elements and 
effort requirements are well understood based on numerous previous projects. Homeowner 
concerns may be pooh-poohed, with terms like „overkill‟ being tossed out. The homeowner may 
be required to stand firm. 

I read somewhere that competent house builders understand gravity, and the physics of vertical 
load-bearing, very well, but they may be less well versed with the physics of lateral forces. In the 
Lower Mainland, the reason for this lack of familiarity is probably that the current building code 
governing single family houses don‟t require much in the way of seismic provisions — exterior 
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panel sheathing and anchor bolts look to be about it, from my observations, a structural 
engineer‟s stamp notwithstanding. I‟d suggest that the building codes don‟t require much because 
unlike Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, Vancouver has yet to experience an earthquake 
of any significance. From the research I‟ve done over the past few years, I‟d say that Vancouver 
lags those other cities in addressing seismic deficiencies. As one example, Seattle has almost 
finished seismically upgrading its schools, whereas Vancouver has only recently begun. Human 
beings have an unfortunate tendency to discount the seriousness of a risk if there is no antecedent 
event in their personal history upon which to draw. The politicians and staff at city halls around 
the Lower Mainland, and the citizenry they represent and serve, are perhaps a little like 
homeowners who‟ve never experienced a serious real estate downturn or frighteningly high 
interest rates. Until it happens to you, you can remain in optimistic denial. 

[Further resources/reading, general] 

APA Homeowner’s Guide: Earthquake Safeguards. Tacoma, WA: APA, The Engineered Wood 
Association, 1997. (Requires free registration). 

Bay Area Seismic Retrofit. Includes a short video with a good visual demonstration of cripple 
wall vulnerability and seismic retrofit at 4:50 of “Dangers of the Hayward Fault”. 

Residential Earthquake Retrofits. Good information posted by Bay Area structural engineer, Thor 
Matteson. Matteson has also written a book about shear wall construction. 

“Vancouver‟s Real Earthquake Risk: Fire”, Canadian Underwriter, Apr, 2001. Good general 
article that discusses more than just post-earthquake fire risk. 

“School earthquake-proofing too slow: VSB”, CBC News, 27 Jan, 2011. 

“B.C. vulnerable in giant quake: experts”, CBC News, 11 Mar, 2011. 

“8,000 Vancouver buildings vulnerable to quakes”, CBC News, 17 Mar, 2011. 

“Quakes can rock building standards; how will Vancouver fare?”, The Vancouver Sun, 20 Mar, 
2011. 

[Further resources/reading, advanced] 

Residential Guide to Earthquake Resistance. Ottawa: Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, 1998. 

Homebuilders’ Guide to Earthquake-Resistant Design and Construction. Washington: Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 2006. (Free download). 

Standard Earthquake Home Retrofit Plan Set. Seattle Department of Planning and Development, 
2008. (Free download of plan set and various retrofit guides). 

http://www.apawood.org/level_c.cfm?content=pub_bas_libmain
http://www.bayarearetrofit.com/index.html
http://www.bayarearetrofit.com/media/hayward_fault.html
http://www.shearwalls.com/res_eq_retrofits.html
http://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/issues/story.aspx?aid=1000107100&type=Print%20Archives
http://www.cbc.ca/canada/british-columbia/story/2011/01/27/bc-earthquake-proofing.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2011/03/11/bc-earthquake-readiness-buildings.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2011/03/17/bc-vancouver-buildings-seismic.html
http://www.vancouversun.com/news/Quakes+rock+building+standards+will+Vancouver+fare/4468895/story.html
http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=2103
http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/Emergency/Earthquakes/Home_Retrofit_Program/DPDS_005871.asp#DownloadPlansets
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18. To be there or not to be there 

Consider moving out during a major renovation, but try to stay close so it‟s convenient to drop by 
the job site for meetings first thing in the morning, and for your own inspections at the end of the 
work day. 

There are pros and cons to staying or leaving. If a renovation involves a complete gut of a house, 
you won‟t have much choice but to leave. However, there are in-between situations in which the 
decision to stay or leave isn‟t clear cut. We stayed in our house the entire time, because most of 
the work was on the lower level, and on the exterior, and we live on the upper level. But the 
renovation of the upstairs bathroom, the installation of new doors and windows throughout the 
house, and the associated interior trim work, required the renovation to come into our space for a 
period of time. And for a combination of reasons, we went for over a year without a furnace. 

Living amid the pounding, shouts, dust, mess, screaming power tools, early starts, and the general 
torn-apartness of a major reno, all of it overlaying the ongoing demands of your regular life, is 
stressful. Although everyone understands the need for the crew to get full access to the areas 
under renovation, if those areas even partially intersect with areas in which you are still living, it 
feels like an invasion of your privacy. The longer it goes on, the more it can grind you down 
psychologically. 

Moving out, if you have to pay rent, adds to the expense of the renovation. Perhaps you can stay 
with family, but prolonged cohabitation with people you‟ve chosen to no longer live with can 
come with a host of familiar and unwelcome issues. If the renovation time line is repeatedly 
extended, as often happens, increasing tension between host and guest can result. 

Think carefully about the specifics of any renovation, how it will impact your life, how long it is 
likely to go on (err heavily on the upside), and your tolerance for disruption and stress. The 
mental calculus becomes trickier as the number of family members increases. Paying rent to live 
elsewhere during the most disruptive parts of a reno — typically the earlier phases of demolition, 
foundation, and framing work — could be money very well spent. But it could also blow your 
budget. One option is phased renovation in which part of a house is always kept habitable and 
renovation-free. 

19. Know your limitations and know yourself 

This consideration is a big one. Many people overestimate their ability to do things themselves. 
They don‟t understand the time and labour involved, often don‟t have even the basic skills 
required, and perhaps most crucially, lack the foundational knowledge. Do It Yourself has 
become a mantra, heavily promoted by the consumer-oriented, big-box home improvement stores 
because they make a killing on the crowds flocking in every weekend, but for many people do-it-
yourself can be a miserable trap. 

The key is knowing your limitations and knowing yourself. If you‟ve never done a particular kind 

of task before, the probability is high that you‟re going to make mistakes. That‟s the way we 

human beings function — we learn from experience, which means we do a lot of learning by 
making mistakes and then correcting them on subsequent iterations of a task. When it comes to 
renovating a house, the problem with this approach is that you do a number of the component 
tasks only once. By the time the task is complete, you‟ve learned a lot and gotten better, but now 
all your glaring mistakes are there for you to stare at into perpetuity, or until you get pissed off 
enough and depressed enough about the results to either rip out your initial attempt and redo it 
with the benefit of your hard-won experience, or to pay a pro to fix it. 
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There‟s also the issue of time and energy. I‟m reasonably good with my hands, first started 
making things and building things as a kid, graduated to painting, wallpapering, and reglazing 
windows in houses owned by my parents, and worked as a junior employee in several different 
trades when I was in my late teens and early twenties, experience that included the foundation 
work and framing one summer of a 5000-square-foot house. So I have some skill and some 
experience, and I enjoy working with tools, and building things. But… I‟m not 18 anymore, and I 

have a full-time desk job that I go to five days a week. What I found with our reno was that I was 
squeezing the work into weekends, and evenings when I was already tired from my day job, and I 
was getting physically and psychologically exhausted. I couldn‟t pack endless wheelbarrows full 
of soil the way I could thirty years ago. Some jobs I could do as well as the pros, but it would take 
me two or three times as long because I lacked the speed that constant repetition brings, and I 
only gradually discovered some of the time-saving tricks. And I‟d sometimes make elementary 

mistakes. Occasionally, I‟d make a mess of something — for example, trying to parge the sides of 
our concrete front stairs, or that bête noire of do-it-yourselfers, caulking around a tub. 

Our neighbours M and S have spent a decade transforming their 1920s builders special from a 
borderline tear-down into a beautiful house. I‟d call M a very advanced do-it-yourselfer, with a 
knowledge of construction techniques and the anatomy of houses that probably puts him in the 
top 1% of non-professionals. He has completely re-wired their house, built-out an unfinished 
basement, and built a new double garage from the ground up — all the work permitted, inspected, 
and to code. He has some sage advice for prospective do-it-yourself home renovators, which I‟ll 

pass along here. 

 “If you have ever found IKEA furniture challenging to assemble, don‟t think about fixing 

up a house! Similarly, if you are at this stage of life and don‟t know a Robertson from an 

Allen key, or have never touched a power tool in your life — forget it. If you have the 
DIY gene, you will have somehow learned this stuff long before you can consider buying 
a house. If you don‟t have the DIY gene, then you are asking for trouble.” 

 “Sit back and look at yourself, and think about how you are with tasks and projects of any 
sort. If you like starting and doing things, but not actually finishing things, then you are a 
process person and if doing DIY are doomed to live in a place that will always have 
missing tiles, insulation hanging out, or some such. It will never be finished! (That may 
be fine for you — but your spouse WILL see things differently.) If you like getting tasks 
finished without caring if you do them well, then go get a job as a builder in Vancouver 
rather than doing a shitty job on your own place! However, if you like getting tasks 
finished, while also doing them well, then you are a good fit for a successful DIY-er 
(subject to the DIY gene above).” 

 “Think about the time/skill/cost trade-off. If there is a task you don‟t like (drywall 
finishing), or aren‟t good at (plumbing, drywall finishing), then hire someone to do it. 
Fixing up a place is a long process — save your energy for jobs you can enjoy and do 
well, rather than spending miserable weekends on something, and a miserable rest of 
your life looking at the second-rate result you produced. Pay the pros to do the things you 
don‟t want to do or can‟t do well.”  

I don‟t want to come off as a total downer here, just as a pragmatist. If you‟re determined to do 

significant portions of a renovation yourself, then go for it. To give yourself the best chance of 
success, get that foundational knowledge first, so you‟ll avoid making basic blunders, and 

depending on the task, consider first doing a few test runs using scrap material. 

Here are some things with skill levels that the average do-it-yourselfer can manage, and maybe 
save a bit of money in the process: 
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 demolition (assuming no hazardous materials are involved) 

 digging and modest excavation 

 basic seismic upgrading 

 seismic securing of appliances and shelving units 

 cleaning up and transporting materials to the dump (mundane, but can be a real money 
saver) 

 insulating 

 painting 

 reglazing wood windows 

 laying click-lock or floating flooring 

 changing light fixtures 

 changing door knobs 

 changing taps and faucets 

 installing closet shelving 

 laying patio stones 

And here are some things that require more skill and physical stamina than you might expect. 
Consider paying for a pro: 

 painting (if doing large amounts) 

 drywall 

 building decks and fences 

20. Get the right tools for the job 

Some advice from neighbour M regarding tools: 

“Get the right tools for the job — they exist for a reason and make your life easier and the end 
result better. Beg, borrow, rent, buy secondhand, re-sell when you are done — whatever you need 
to do, but don‟t try to skimp and get by without the right tools. And if you are doing any 
significant amount of framing or finishing carpentry, that includes air tools. Until you have them, 
you cannot realize how much time they save!” 

I‟d second that. When I started the seismic upgrading I was doing the nailing of the structural 
connectors by hand. The heavy duty joist hangers I installed in one area required 3-1/2 inch nails, 
22 per hanger. By the end of that little job, my arm was numb. Other connectors required that I 
swing a hammer in the restricted space at the top of the cripple wall, between joists. I could 
manage only a few inches of backswing because of the floor immediately above, so I couldn‟t 

contact the nails with any power. As a result, I had to slowly tap-tap-tap the nails in, which took 
forever, and because of the awkward angle I quickly started to get wrist strain. I had the entire 
perimeter of the house to do, so I knew I had to alter my method. I‟d heard about the pneumatic 
palm nailer, a compact air tool that fits in the palm of the hand, and allows you to drive nails in 
tight quarters. I did a little research, identified an appropriate make and model, and bought one 
for a hundred bucks. I borrowed an air compressor and hose from another neighbour. In short 
order I was creating a horrendous racket in the basement, installing structural connectors in a 
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fraction of the time they‟d previously required, and with none of the previous discomfort. My 

only regret was that I‟d spent the better part of a day installing the heavy duty joist hangers by 
hand when I could have knocked them off in a couple of hours using the palm nailer. 

 

 
Palm nailer 

 

Don‟t fret about the cost of tools, and don‟t buy cheap tools. Cheap tools will only let you down, 
and are virtually worthless if you try to sell them used. Read online reviews to learn what brands 
of tools are reliable, and if the new price is more than you want to pay, look for them secondhand 
or on sale. Some good places to look for secondhand tools are Craigslist, eBay, garage sales, flea 
markets, thrift stores, pawn brokers, and ReStore (Habitat for Humanity stores). Some tool stores 
also have secondhand or clearance sections, but typically not the big box stores. Give yourself a 
bit of time. If you wait for the last minute to acquire a particular tool, the chances are you‟ll have 

to pay full price. 

21. Safety — you might need those fingers for your day job 

Safety falls into two categories — avoiding accidents, and avoiding exposure to hazardous 
materials or conditions. For the do-it-yourselfer, inexperience can significantly increase the risk 
in both categories. If a circular saw kicks back is your thigh or trailing foot in the kickback path? 
If you decide to rip out some old ceiling tiles, do you know whether or not they contain asbestos? 
Leaping into home renovation projects without properly preparing yourself from a safety 
standpoint can have unfortunate consequences. 

Power tools are obviously a major area for caution. I‟ve developed the habit of always reading the 
instructions and safety warnings carefully before using a new power tool, and I review the safety 
material if I haven‟t used the tool for a long period of time. A few years ago, I was testing a used 
table saw prior to purchase and picked up an innocent looking scrap piece of wood that was 
sitting on the table top behind the moving blade. No blade guard in place. In picking up the piece 
of wood I inadvertently made the slightest bit of contact between the wood and the blade. The 
wood and my hand were yanked suddenly toward the blade and I was lucky to be able to let go of 
the wood just in time. The table saw manuals I‟ve subsequently read stress that you never pick up 

a piece of material lying on the deck of a table saw when the blade is moving. Inexperience. 

Ladder safety is another thing to learn about. On the ground, not when you‟re twenty feet in the 

air. 
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The right tools for the job include the proper safety supplies. Protective eyewear, a respirator, 
earmuffs or earplugs, and work gloves comprise a minimum safety kit. Forget those little white 
dust masks they sell in home improvement stores. They may be fine to use while sweeping out a 
garage or attic, but they won‟t filter out any of the nastier things like asbestos fibers, or silica or 

lead dust. Get your equipment from a dedicated safety supply dealer. A half mask respirator will 
run you $30, will last for years if cared for, and if properly fitted is comfortable enough to wear 
for hours. You‟ll spend a lot more than $30 for disposable dust masks over the same time period, 
for much less protection and comfort. 

22. Hazardous materials — a big pain in the ass 

Asbestos. Lead. Silica dust. There are definitely some nasties associated with renovation, and 
from what I‟ve observed, the construction and renovation industry doesn‟t always protect 
adequately against these hazards. As the homeowner, the ultimate responsibility for properly 
dealing with hazardous materials rest with you. If a demolition contaminates your house with 
asbestos, who‟s going to continue living amid the contamination — the construction crew, or 
you? 

Assume that any house built before the early 1980s contains at least some asbestos, and perhaps 
more than just some. Drywall joint compound („drywall mud‟), vinyl sheet flooring and flooring 
tiles, ceiling tiles, and ceiling texture are just a tiny fraction of the 3000 building materials that 
commonly contained asbestos at one time, and these finished surfaces are some of the most 
common things to demolish or remove during a renovation. The breaking apart of these materials 
during demolition or removal is what can release asbestos fibers, which until that point may have 
been relatively safely contained. 

Perhaps the best-known residential asbestos hazard is vermiculite attic insulation, asbestos-
containing pellets that were sold under the brand name Zonolite well into the 1980s. The 
vermiculite, contaminated with asbestos, came from a mine in Libby, Montana, but was 
processed in plants all over North America, including one right here in Vancouver on Industrial 
Avenue. So there‟s a good chance that a significant number of houses in the Lower Mainland 
have vermiculite sitting in their attics, perhaps hidden under subsequent layers of blown-in 
insulation. If you find yourself considering the purchase of an older house, a thorough check for 
vermiculite is something you should insist upon from the home inspector, or better yet, you 
should purchase a good quality respirator, learn how to check safely for vermiculite (basically, 
disturb as little as possible), and check yourself. Because it‟s you and any other family members, 

not the home inspector, who are going to be living in the house. Well-contained, undisturbed 
vermiculite insulation poses a low health risk. But if a renovation requires removal of ceilings, or 
getting into the attic space, you‟ll need to bring in a reputable hazmat company to remove the 
material safely. 

Lead dust, created by sanding, scraping, or otherwise disturbing lead-based paint, and silica dust, 
created by sawing, drilling, grinding, or jackhammering concrete, or cleaning concrete forms, are 
two other hazmat concerns associated with renovation. 

A bigger problem than the hazardous materials themselves may be our collective attitude toward 
them. Do-it-yourself renovators and professional construction crews both tend to be pretty 
cavalier when it comes to demolishing old drywall and pulling up old flooring. Why? I suspect 
because it‟s easy to start tearing things apart, because we tend to be impatient and want to get on 
with the job, and because working the safe and proper way — performing proper hazardous 
materials testing in advance of any demolition, and bringing in a specialized hazmat crew if the 
results come back positive — is time-consuming and expensive. At $40 or $50 a sample, testing 
the multiple materials and multiple layers involved in a pre-renovation demolition can easily cost 
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more than a thousand dollars. It did in our case. Demolition and disposal using proper hazmat 
procedures probably costs at least twice what it does to do it without following hazmat 
procedures. Safely and professionally removing vermiculite from the attic of a typical house can 
be a $10,000 job. So not surprisingly, there‟s a temptation to cut corners, to push concerns about 
hazardous materials out of our minds, especially for some contractors during a construction 
boom, when securing the next big, lucrative job may be more of a focus than properly completing 
the one at hand. Many construction workers also assume, probably correctly, that they‟ve already 

been exposed over the years, and again, it‟s not them who are going to be living in the renovated 

house. This last statement isn‟t intended to sound cynical, it‟s just the reality of who has the most 

vested interest in your renovation and your health. 

Hazmat abatement is a big, slow, expensive pain-in-the-ass most of us would rather not deal with. 
To which I‟d counter, what dollar figure do you place on your lungs and the lungs of other family 

members, and if they become diseased, where do you buy new ones? 

[Further resources/reading] 

There are a number of good resources linked from WorkSafe BC‟s hazardous materials page. 

“Identifying Asbestos in your home”. Short overview, from Jon Eakes‟ web site. 

“Overview: Vermiculite, Zonolite, Asbestos and your health”. Good overview, with Canadian 
perspective, from Jon Eakes‟ web site. 

“Lead in Your Home”. Free download of CMHC booklet. 

“Avoid Risks to Children‟s Health During Renovations/Energy Retrofits, Experts Urge”. 
Canadian Environmental Law Association, 6 Mar, 2011. Article and downloadable full report. 

“WorkSafeBC cracks down on asbestos removal in demolitions”, The Vancouver Sun, 24 Mar, 
2011. Story about unethical contractors evading hazmat regulations. 

23. Start early on making decisions 

Depending on the scope of a renovation, the number of decisions you have to make can be 
bewildering. Even with a general contractor and architect guiding you, choosing the various items 
can be stressful. Layout, style, colour, and materials for kitchen cabinets and countertops, wood 
and tile flooring, bathroom fixtures and tile work, style and materials for windows, doors, and 
associated hardware, trim work, lighting, paint colours, types and makes of appliances, and on 
and on. All of it needing to work together harmoniously. Partners needing to reach agreement. 
And all of it, unless you‟re rich, with a price/quality balance to consider. As with the other 
construction industry professionals, working with an interior decorator or an interior designer 
could be well worth the money. 

The stress of making all these decisions becomes much worse if you make the bulk of them on a 
just-in-time basis once the renovation is in full swing. On a rolling basis, the general contractor 
needs the renovation items ready to go — physically present at the job site on the appointed day 
— or the schedule will be derailed, frequently costing everyone, including you, time and money. 
So the general contractor will press you to decide. And decisions under pressure are often not the 
best decisions, unlike decisions made well in advance. 

This part of the renovation should be enjoyable. It‟s all about your personal or shared vision for 
your place, and the finishings you could be looking at and living with for years to come. Done 
well in advance, it can indeed be enjoyable. Leave it to the last minute, it can be stressful, 
unpleasant, and you can find yourself completely turned off the entire process, nauseated by the 

http://www2.worksafebc.com/Portals/Construction/HazardousMaterials.asp
http://joneakes.com/jons-fixit-database/1088-Identifying-Asbestos-in-your-home
http://joneakes.com/jons-fixit-database/2057-Overview-Vermiculite-Zonolite-Asbestos-and-your-health
https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/catalog/productDetail.cfm?lang=en&cat=5&itm=23&sere=2&start=1&stfl=lead%20in%20your%20home&fr=1301768373625
http://www.cela.ca/newsevents/media-release/healthy-retrofits
http://www.vancouversun.com/health/WorkSafeBC+cracks+down+asbestos+removal+demolitions/4494869/story.html
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thought of racing around showrooms, looking at one more wall sconce, or tile or hardwood 
flooring sample. 

24. What will it all cost? 

The short answer is: a lot more than you want to pay. 

Here are the approximate total dollar amounts for our renovation, and for those undertaken by M 
and S, and another set of friends in the neighbourhood: 

 2006 to 2009. Our place. A 1940s post-war bungalow, 1600 square feet. Renovation 
includes a new basement slab, a new building envelope and siding, all systems, new 
windows and doors, a new rental suite, and a new upstairs bathroom. $300K ($25K on 
work that had to be redone). We did a certain amount of work ourselves, including some 
excavation, seismic upgrading, insulating, painting, and closet shelving. The upper level, 
with the exception of the new windows and doors, and the new bathroom, is still 
unrenovated. 

 1998 to 2010. A 1920s builders special, 1800 square feet. Entire two-and-a-half storey 
house renovated, including a new basement slab and partial replacement of foundation 
walls, raising house, and all systems. New garage. Exterior landscaping. $398K. M and S 
— also with frugal Scottish heritage — did large amounts of work themselves, including 
wiring, insulating, painting, garage construction, and building a large, multi-level deck. 

 2010 to 2011. A 1950s bungalow, 2000 square feet. Entire upper level renovated. 
Renovation includes high-end custom cabinetry and built-ins throughout, all systems 
except for lower level electrical, new doors, back porch and stairs, exterior concrete stair 
well, and attic access and storage area. $200K. The lower level, with the exception of 
new windows and doors, is still unrenovated. 

We all used different general contractors, and excluding the first general contractor we fired, we 
hired competent, ethical people who did good quality work. Our two sets of friends got 
competitive bids from different general contractors and construction companies. The general 
contractor who finished our reno was involved in the bidding on one of the other jobs, and his 
price was in the middle. Taking into account the amount of work done, the cost of renovation 
across the three projects is comparable, and I‟m willing to venture that on a square-foot basis, it‟s 

representative of the prices that the Vancouver renovation market has borne over the last decade. 
Approximately $200 per square foot for good-to-high quality but not luxurious work, or about the 
same as the cost of new construction of the same quality. 

In M‟s opinion, renovation can still save you money over new construction, or yield better results 
for the same money, although what price do you put on all that sweat equity? Here‟s M‟s 

summation of the accounting of their reno he sent me: 

“So, there you have it. How to take a $266,000 house and in 13 years work it up to a total of 
$664,000. So, $398,000 on renos, and that doesn‟t count the massive amount of sweat equity. 
But, that took a house that had one truly livable floor on which nothing had been done for 40 
years (plus a dank smelly basement with one crappily finished 6‟2” room, a corrugated-cardboard 
finished attic, moonscape backyard and a falling-down garage) and fully upgraded it to 2.5 levels 
with moderately high-end finishing throughout, well landscaped, with a modern garage. In 
comparison, I figure it would have been $500K plus to demolish and rebuild a slightly larger 
modern house from scratch. (I‟m figuring 2500 sf @ $200/sf.)” 

It‟s possible to get things done cheaper, or get things done under the table, but cheaper is 
invariably cheaper. How much money did someone save if the basement drywall starts to grow 
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mould, the thin wood siding or shakes start to curl, a plumbing joint slowly leaks for years inside 
a wall, the layout of a rental suite is akin to a rat maze, or the finishing is full of noticeable 
glitches? 

If the Vancouver real estate and construction boom becomes a full-scale bust, renovation and 
construction costs, and the cost of wood, concrete, and other building materials, will certainly 
come down, perhaps significantly. However, the people who are the quickest to drop prices are 
those who are forced to: the mediocre, the outright incompetent, or the unethical, those who don‟t 
have good word-of-mouth reputations. The best tend to keep working through a bust, if at 
reduced levels, and are still able to command prices closer to the peak prices. 

[Further resources/reading] 

BDC Construction Cost Index. Vancouver-based Butterfield Development Consultants‟ free web 
tool for calculating cost per square foot for new construction. In my view, their estimated costs 
for single family home construction seem a bit on the low side. 

Blue Ocean Construction FAQ. Vancouver area construction company with estimates of 
construction costs. Estimates are a bit higher than BDC, and their residential renovation estimates 
are in line with what we and our neighbours paid. 

Carson Dunlop Report Library: Home Improvement Costs. Toronto-based consulting engineering 
firm specializing in building inspections. Their estimated home improvement costs are probably 
based on the Toronto market. Vancouver prices are probably somewhat higher. 

25. How can you save some money? 

Here are some legitimate ways you can save money without compromising quality: 

 Educate yourself. The more you know about houses, renovation, construction, design, 
and the various players involved, the more likely you are to make better decisions about 
how to spend your money. 

 Buy the right house. For example, if you know you‟re going to want more square footage 
than you can currently afford, limit your house choices to ones that are relatively easy to 
expand. Less future work equals less expense. 

 Engage construction industry professionals. Yes, they cost money, but they can save you 
spending money on the wrong things, and they can make sure you get full value for the 
money you do spend. The money you save may not be at the time of the project, it may 
be all the future money you don‟t have to spend fixing a botched job. On a large project, 
thinking you can save twenty or thirty thousand dollars by going it alone may be penny 
wise and pound foolish. Just make sure you find good people. 

 If you really know what you‟re doing, and you truly have the time and energy, you can 
do some or all of the work yourself. Or you can act as your own general contractor. Just 
be warned: most people overestimate their ability to be among this relatively small group. 
And depending on the size of the project, prepare for a lot of stress and exhaustion, and 
during the period of the renovation, no life. As a friend in Ontario commiserated with me: 
“It‟s all-consuming.” 

 Look at the big picture. If you intend to completely renovate a house and any 
outbuildings, and completely re-landscape the lot, and assuming you don‟t have the 

money to do it all at once, block out the work and separate it into phases. You‟re looking 
to streamline the process as much as possible by finding efficiencies. You‟ll probably 

http://www.bdconsultants.com/costindex.asp
http://www.blueoceanconstruction.com/faq.html
http://www.carsondunlop.com/OBS/costs.htm
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need the advice of construction industry professionals to get this right. Have a logical 
sequence mapped out, end to end, before smashing out that first piece of drywall. 

 Spend money on the right things. Renovating doesn‟t require you shoot the moon. Focus 
on things that will truly improve your day-to-day quality of life, because those are the 
things most likely to provide lasting value and make you happy. A well-organized 
laundry room, with an ample surface for folding clothes, or generous counter space in a 
kitchen, will probably do more to lower your stress and make you feel better about your 
surroundings than re-facing the front of the house in California stone. Really well 
designed and space efficient storage solutions are probably more important than exotic 
and expensive hardwood flooring, especially if you‟re going to be neurotically concerned 

about preserving the flooring ever after. 

 Curb your appetite for space. Many North Americans have become habituated to large 
amounts of personal living space. Far more than most of us need to be comfortable and 
happy. My wife and I live in the top half of our house, which includes a small rear deck, 
and a garden shed beneath the deck that we share with our tenants. There‟s also a single 

car garage. In total, we have about 1100 square feet of built space at our disposal, and a 
yard. And it‟s enough for the two of us. Our problem with space has more to do with 
decluttering, getting rid of stuff, and improving storage solutions, than it does with 
acquiring more space. A couple should be able to live in 1000 to 1200 square feet, and a 
family of four or five in 2000 to 2500. In many countries, including some rich and highly 
developed ones, those square footage numbers would be considered luxurious. North 
Americans will cite their lifestyles as the reason underpinning their need for space, and if 
those lifestyles include lots of entertaining, or hosting of large family gatherings, there 
may be a legitimate need for more space than what‟s required for daily living. But does a 
lifestyle really require mounds of stuff, much of it sitting unused, taking up space, for 
much of the year? Are many North Americans using their homes as warehouses to store 
an ever-increasing and difficult-to-manage dead inventory of possessions? As a society, 
we can hold on to our consumerist and accumulative lifestyles, but doing so is almost 
certainly going to become increasingly expensive, and will further jeopardize the shaky 
financial health of many of us. Renovating, furnishing, servicing, and maintaining 1800 
square feet is a lot less expensive than doing the same thing with 2800 square feet, or 
5000. One way to mitigate the eventual need to downsize is to not unduly upsize in the 
first place. 

 Communicate. If everyone is in the loop, costly misunderstandings are less likely. 

 Think about timing. Maybe the height of a real estate and construction boom isn‟t the 

best time to undertake a major renovation, or buy a newly constructed house. You‟ll 

definitely pay more for a renovation, perhaps much more, during a boom, and quite 
possibly the work will be rushed and the quality inferior. 
 
This comment, posted on Vancouver RE blog Housing Analysis, highlights a certain 
aspect of the problem: 

patriotz said... 

If anyone is wondering why Vancouver has such crap housing stock, just look at the 
graph. [Vancouver housing starts, 1980 to 2009, showing a history of boom and bust 
extremes. F.S.] Such wild swings in starts are not conducive to having a permanent, 
skilled construction work force. Instead the bulk of the housing stock gets built during 
boom times by dope-smoking hammer-swingers. 
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And as to who‟s fault that is — it‟s the buyers. It‟s the buyers‟ willingness to pay inflated 
prices for crap that is the root cause of Vancouver‟s boom-bust RE cycles since 1980. 
(“Vancouver Housing Starts Falling into the Abyss,” Housing Analysis, 10:45 AM, 
March 10, 2009.) 

26. Be careful with money 

Perhaps so obvious that it doesn‟t need stating. I think what I really mean is be careful with 
credit, be careful with debt. Because most of us, when undertaking a major renovation, aren‟t 

paying for it with money sitting in a savings account, or by liquidating our silver holdings. We‟re 

borrowing. And once you get used to the idea of borrowing, and writing large cheques against a 
line of credit, or some form of construction loan, your perception of dollar amounts may start to 
change. It may become easier to spend an additional five or ten thousand, or more, in the heat of a 
project when things crop up that obviously make sense in the context of the project, especially if 
those add-ons aren‟t being paid for with money you‟ve saved. There can be a tendency to 

„privilege‟ your project spending, and spend in ways you might not were you to consider those 
additional items in isolation. 

For example, if you‟re spending $250K on a renovation, the difference between a new $500 light 
fixture for the living room, and a $250 light fixture, may seem trivial „in the greater scheme of 
things‟. The $500 light fixture is spectacular and goes beautifully with what the newly renovated 
place will look like. The $250 fixture is pretty good too, just not quite as wonderful. They both 
provide an equivalent amount of light. You may „psychically devalue‟ the two hundred and fifty 

additional dollars the wonderful fixture will cost you because it‟s such a tiny percentage of the 

overall project cost (00.1%). However, what the difference is, is $250, whether the purchase is 
made as part of the reno or not. Multiply this psychic devaluing of borrowed money across a 
spectrum of project items and your eventual debt can really balloon. And even worse, each 
borrowed dollar costs you more than a dollar, because you‟ll be paying interest on that dollar in 
addition to having to repay the dollar. 

You might respond by saying, “Well, we‟re going to have an iron-clad budget. Not a penny 
more.” And that‟s fine and good, but unless you and whatever construction professionals you hire 

have an exceptional amount of foresight, and more than a little luck, it‟s probably unrealistic. It‟s 

the rare renovation that doesn‟t uncover something that‟s going to require you spend more. And 

you will have ideas along the way about how things could be even better, for the simple reason 
that you‟re immersed in the reno, you‟re thinking about it day and night. And it often is „cheaper‟ 

to spend more now, than to spend even more later. So it‟s going to happen. Just recognize when 

it‟s happening, and think carefully about when it makes sense to say yes, and when it makes sense 
to curtail your appetite and ambitions. 

As a possible corrective to the psychic devaluing of borrowed money, here‟s something to 

consider. It‟s been taking us about five months to pay off the amount of each cheque we wrote 
against our HELOC every two weeks during the height of our renovation. In other words, it‟s 

taking us ten times as long to repay the money as it did to spend it. And that‟s at an interest rate 

(variable) that‟s currently below 3%. If interest rates rise, which they very likely will at some 
point, the payback period is going to stretch out even longer. Thank god our renovation, once it 
really got going, didn‟t last that long. And thank god we stopped when we did… 
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27. Make sure you’re on the same page as your partner 

The renovation divorce is not urban myth — they happen. A friend of mine personally knows of 
two. My own feeling about renovation divorce is that the renovation is not the root cause of the 
divorce. Rather, a major renovation can act as a very effective stress test of a relationship, 
revealing any deep fissures that may exist, and splitting them wider. Or, conversely, it can serve 
as a grand diversion, a common purpose that occupies a couple, allowing them to avoid dealing 
with any issues in their relationship. A renovation, or the building of a new house, may even be 
undertaken as a symbolic fresh start. Once the renovation or house is complete, and the novelty 
wears off, the underlying issues crowd back in.  

My wife and I survived our grinding, three-year renovation, and the upheaval of firing the first 
general contractor, battered but mostly intact. We each learned things about the other, and about 
ourselves. My transformation into Captain Ahab, monomaniacally pursuing his white whale, is a 
tendency I need to rein in. We adapted and made compromises along the way. But there were also 
nasty blowouts. Cooling off after these rough patches, I would reiterate to myself that the 
relationship was more important than the renovation. People are more important than things. 

For couples considering a renovation for the first time, assume that you are not going to agree on 
everything. And assume that there are many renovation details that you don‟t yet know about or 

understand that you are not going to agree on — decisions and conflict points that arise in the 
course of the project, once the pressure is on. In our case, one such decision was whether or not to 
spend an extra $15K or $20K on rainscreening and re-siding the house, once we discovered the 
original building envelope was beginning to fail. 

As much as possible, partners should make sure they‟re on the same page before embarking on 

the joint undertaking of a major renovation. A simple and well-known tool called „the project 

triangle‟, explained in the next section, can give you an idea whether harmony or discord lie 

ahead, and allow you to work out differences in advance. 

28. Fast, good, cheap — pick two 

The project triangle illustrates the three basic characteristics of any project — speed of 
completion, quality of work, and cost — and suggests that realistically we can get the best of two, 
while the third characteristic will suffer. The overlapping areas in the diagram are the three 
different possibilities for any project. 
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For a major renovation, here‟s how the project triangle can play out: 

 If it‟s fast and good, like our reno once the competent general contractor took over, it 
won‟t be cheap because you‟re paying market price for a crew of true professionals. You 

may be willing to pay because you have a particular standard of quality in mind, and you 
don‟t have the rest of your life to learn how to do the work well, and to do it yourself. 

You feel you are getting fair value. But does your partner have the same conception of 
„value‟ that you have? Nothing causes more friction in couple relationships than money. 

 If it‟s good and cheap, because you‟re a skilled renovator and do large amounts of the 

work yourself, and act as the general contractor for the rest, there‟s a high probability that 
you‟ll be on the ten-year-plan, like our neighbours M and S. Some people derive a lot of 
satisfaction from an ongoing project that slowly comes to fruition, and may not mind 
living amid an ongoing renovation for years. Others may find that unacceptable. Or the 
demands of family life make it completely impractical. 

 If it‟s cheap and fast, there‟s a high likelihood that the quality is mediocre or poor, 
because it just isn‟t feasible for one contractor or company to significantly and 

consistently underprice the competition, and beat them on completion dates, while 
maintaining comparable quality. You might get lucky from time to time, but on balance 
you‟ll get what you pay for. And what you‟re paying for, whether you understand it or 

not, is probably a superficial papering over of deeper problems, or something that‟s going 

to fall apart, or look like crap in short order, or maybe even right away. Cheap and fast 
usually equates to quick and dirty, and there‟s another little maxim about projects: long 
after quick is gone, dirty remains. What seemed cheap in terms of money will start to 
reveal itself as cheap in terms of quality. Which ultimately means it‟s not cheaper in 
terms of money, because it will have to be replaced sooner. 

The root of couple tension related to a renovation likely stems from two different renovation 
conceptions conflicting because they fall into different overlapping areas in the project triangle. 
Discovering this incompatibility before starting a renovation, and working to resolve it, can spare 
a couple a lot of grief. Resolving it requires that regardless of which of the project characteristics 
you value most highly, you have a shared definition of what you mean by each characteristic. Is 
$300K a reasonable amount to spend for what you want to do, or is that far beyond the bounds of 
what you‟d ever consider? Is second-rate finish carpentry with joints that don‟t always exactly 
meet not that big a deal, or does it make you cringe? Is three months of disruption the maximum 
you‟re willing to put up with, or can you handle living in a renovation zone while you pick 
away at things for years?  

29. Think about what constitutes quality 

Before our renovation, my wife and I referred to our house, somewhat affectionately and 
ironically, as “our East Van shitbox.” We seem to have stopped the practice, perhaps because the 

house doesn‟t seem so shitboxy anymore. If I ask myself why it doesn‟t, the thing that comes 

most immediately to mind is the dramatic transformation of the exterior. When we bought the 
house in 2003 it had outdated two-tone stucco, and junky, single-pane aluminum windows with 
skinny little frames. The overall impression was dreary and depressing, a remuddling of the way 
the house would have looked when first built — nothing fancy, but at least neat and solid, with 
fiber cement shingle siding (possibly asbestos-containing) and wood-frame windows. Now the 
house looks neat and solid again, and attractive, with wood siding and trim, and windows, which 
although vinyl, have beefier frames and nicely balanced faux mullions (those little rectangles in 
the upper part of the window). The curb appeal, to use a term favoured by realtors, has been 
greatly improved. I actually like looking at our house now, while being under no illusions that it‟s 
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anything more than an attractive little 1940s bungalow. That the exterior is what I think of first 
would seem to contradict everything I‟ve been saying about the importance of foundations and 
systems, but there‟s no denying the psychological and emotional impact of exterior appearances. 
Human beings are visual creatures. 

I‟d like to return to the comment Renting made about “a million dollar home in Vancouver 
[being] a piece of shit” (amusing in a surreal way, isn‟t it?), a sentiment echoed by many 
commenters on Vancouver real estate bear blogs. It‟s also a sentiment that exists among the 

broader population, perhaps owing to Vancouver‟s widely publicized leaky condo crisis and the 
ongoing spectacle of entire buildings shrouded in tarpaulins, like giant crime scene victims. If we 
leave price aside, at the heart of Renting‟s contention is the issue of quality. And quality in 
houses can be a tricky thing to define, because it can mean different things to different people, 
and can have multiple applications when talking about the seeming unity of a house. 

Differentiating between quality of design, and quality of construction, can help clarify matters. 
Quality of design can be further broken down into aesthetic quality and functional quality (form 
versus function). Quality of construction can be broken down into quality of materials and quality 
of workmanship. If all four of these characteristics — form, function, materials, and 
workmanship — meet a good standard, that‟s probably a good house, assuming the house has 
been well maintained, and the location is also at least reasonable. Erode any one of the four too 
much, or two or more of them somewhat, and that may be a house deserving of Renting‟s 

description. But what, exactly, constitutes „good‟? „Good‟ is a highly subjective term, and one 
person‟s „good‟ may be another person‟s „shit‟. 

Aesthetic quality is probably the most subjective of the four characteristics, and workmanship 
perhaps the least. The eye of the beholder has much to do with things. There are many forms of 
residential architecture, likely to appeal to or repel different people for different reasons. How 
does one compare the ornate turrets and verandahs of the late-nineteenth century Queen Anne 
style to the post-and-beam, mid-century modern, or either of these to a concrete condo or a vinyl-
sided tract house? There‟s such a difference of intention that comparison lacks enough common 
ground to be meaningful. We‟re thrown back on to personal preference, which is fine, but it 
should be recognized as such. If we‟re going to compare houses on aesthetic grounds, it‟s 

probably more fruitful to compare individual houses within a particular form, having arrived at 
those forms that most appeal to us personally. A certain amount of objectivity comes into play 
when identifying the best examples of a particular form, and these more objective comparisons 
can be useful when it comes to making a purchase decision. 

Aesthetic quality and functional quality can conflict. Some of us may love the way a stately 
Edwardian house looks from the street, but find the rabbit warren of little rooms inside quite 
unsuited to a modern lifestyle. The interior design of „ticky-tacky‟ Vancouver Specials, and the 

older, rancher-style 1950s bungalows, makes very good use of available space, and facilitates 
good traffic flow patterns. These house are highly functional. However, for many Vancouverites 
— perhaps Anglo Vancouverites predominantly — Vancouver Specials typify lower quality, 
regardless of whether or not they are easy to live in and maintain, or are well constructed with 
good quality building materials. The main reason for this sentiment has nothing to do with quality 
of interior design or construction, but rather, lack of curb appeal. To many, these houses look like 
ugly, naked boxes. 

By contrast, many people equate „character‟ or „heritage‟ houses, such as Swiss-chalet-style 
Craftsman bungalows in Kitsilano, with quality. They covet these houses and are willing to pay a 
handsome premium, even if interior layouts are less than optimal for current lifestyles and family 
configurations, and are difficult and expensive to reconfigure, building envelopes are sub-
standard or failing, insulation and energy efficiency are poor, drafts blow in, and basements are 
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low, dark, and damp, making for less than inspiring living conditions on the lower level. 
Prospective buyers, however, may be blind to these shortcomings because these houses have the 
architectural proportions and adornment, the „character‟, the aesthetic quality, the beauty, that 
strongly appeals to them. In the minds of many, these houses hark back to an earlier time when 
things were better built — even if they may not have been any better built than more recent 
houses. It doesn‟t matter. The patina of old wood, buffed by the hands and feet of generations, the 
quality of light through stained glass leaded windows, the muted gleam of brass doorknobs, gives 
many people that intangible feeling of solidity and security, of being connected with something 
physically and emotionally solid, with roots to a place, which in an increasingly mobile and 
globalizing society, and amid a built environment constantly in flux, can make people feel more 
psychologically and emotionally secure. You see yourself in a particular kind of house — getting 
back to that childhood stuff — and nothing else will do. 

 

 
Swiss-chalet-style Craftsman bungalow, Kitsilano neighbourhood 

 

Enter the heritage-style new house in Vancouver. Over the past decade, two styles have 
dominated new house construction in Vancouver: the boxy and unadorned new-style Vancouver 
Special, and the faux heritage house, sometimes built as a cleverly disguised front-and-back 
duplex. These new heritage houses blend aspects of different heritage architectural styles (which 
were often themselves an amalgam of even earlier styles) — the full two storeys of the Edwardian 
Box, the half timbering of the Tudor Revival, the roof brackets, tapered porch posts, and dentils 
of the California bungalow. A grab bag of Berelowitz‟s “geegaws.” However, when it comes to 
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materials, and workmanship, and building codes, these often spec-built houses are no different 
from the new-style Vancouver Specials they seem to be reacting against, or holding at bay. 
They‟re the same house, with a different face. And they may be no better built, or even poorly 
built. 

In 2003, when my wife and I were house hunting, we toured a heritage-style half duplex in 
Strathcona, one of Vancouver‟s oldest neighbourhoods, traditionally home to immigrants and 

blue-collar workers, but now undeniably gentrifying. This house looked good from the street but 
up close it didn‟t bear much scrutiny: outside, the corner of the foundation revealed badly 
honeycombed concrete; after we took off our shoes, we could feel screw or nail heads through the 
thin carpet; when sighting down the drywall I could see nail or screw pops were already starting; 
and an exterior deck on the upper floor used cheap 2x2 material full of knots, already cracking 
underfoot. Materials and workmanship were quite obviously crap. If these deficiencies were in 
plain view, what lurked beneath? And the tall, narrow layout enforced by the front-and-back 
duplex on a standard lot, meant small rooms, lots of stairs, and some awkward little spaces. The 
developer had approximated quality of a particular form, but profit-driven and sloppy practices in 
the other three areas — function, workmanship, and materials — betrayed a lack of quality. 

I suspect that for many prospective home buyers, and especially inexperienced ones, the 
importance, awareness, or visibility of the four basic characteristics of quality in houses, and 
associated notions of good, from most to least, goes something like this: 

1. form 

2. materials 

3. function 

4. workmanship 

So in neighbourhoods like Strathcona, and Grandview, which is perhaps also undergoing a certain 
degree of gentrification, and experiencing a spillover of younger Anglo buyers priced out of the 
West Side, the faux heritage house, sided and trimmed with wood, attracts a lot of interest. The 
houses sell at a hefty price, even if the rooms are not optimally laid out, and on close inspection 
by someone with a base level of knowledge, or just a sharp eye for detail, the materials are 
revealed as run of the mill — essentially, spec builder grade — or even cheap, and the 
workmanship is slapdash, almost guaranteeing additional problems beneath. 

My suggestion for a revised order of importance of quality and associated notion of good might 
be: 

1. function 

2. workmanship 

3. materials 

4. form 

First and foremost, you live in a house. You need it to work for you on a moment-by-moment 
basis. That‟s function. You need it to be well-built, durable. That‟s a combination of 

workmanship and materials, although I‟d place the greater emphasis on workmanship. Middling 

materials used well probably trump higher-end materials use less well. And ideally, a house 
should in some measure appeal to your soul. However, this last characteristic is probably the most 
negotiable, and the most subject to change. And yet, ironically, it‟s the one that probably most 

influences most purchase decisions. 
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You can play with the four characteristics of quality, and perhaps come up with others, ordering 
and weighting them in accordance with your own beliefs and values. And location, both general 
within a city, and specific, as in site influences, can outweigh or overrule any of these 
considerations. The key is to understand that „quality‟ isn‟t a single thing, that it‟s made up of 

several components, and that no one component should blind you to the others. As for what 
ultimately constitutes „good‟, while I think there are some standards that most people would agree 
on regarding durability (workmanship + materials) and function, each person probably arrives at 
his or her own definition of what „good‟ means. 

30. Take pause, and ask yourself what’s important 

Once you start, it‟s easy to get caught up in the house battle. One thing inevitably leads to 

another. You renovate part of the house, and the unrenovated part looks miserable in comparison. 
You decide to have a new bathroom fixture installed, or a few electrical outlets, and find out all 
the plumbing or wiring is shot. You want to rearrange a few partition walls but an old masonry 
flue is in the way. You remove drywall and insulation and discover water is seeping through the 
building envelope. You learn something about the seismic inadequacy of most houses, and decide 
you need to act. You see someone else‟s fantastic new kitchen or bathroom or storage solution 

and — human nature being what it is — you want something similar. 

What you come to understand about houses is that the battle is never won. With effort and 
expense you can gain the upper hand, but entropy is always at work — whether the house is a 
hundred years old, or new. You must continue to expend a certain amount of effort and expense 
to keep disrepair and disintegration at bay. But how much of your life energy and your life 
earnings do you want to consume in this pursuit? Many people find renovation, or woodworking, 
or home maintenance and repair, or gardening, rewarding and satisfying, and an excellent way of 
staying active. I count myself among these people, but there are also plenty of other things not 
related to houses that I want to do with my life. Over the last few years I‟ve been out of balance, 

the house sucking up too much of me — unavoidable, perhaps, given the scope of what we did, 
and still plan to do, but perhaps that scope needs to be reexamined, or should have been examined 
in a more circumspect fashion to begin with. At the moment, we‟re taking a much-needed break 
from major renovation. A financial break that allows us to pay down debt — the money 
associated with home ownership and renovation and what it‟s doing to retirement savings in this 

city is a big problem — and a psychological break that allows us to rejuvenate by doing other 
things. One of the reasons for writing this series is to reconnect with my writing, which was 
shoved to the side during the three years of the reno. When I‟m not writing, I‟m not happy, as my 

wife could tell you. 

And that‟s what it‟s really about. Happiness. Satisfaction. Feeling a certain measure of security 
and calm in an uncertain world. People who think buying, or building, or renovating a dream 
home will give them this happiness and security are wrong. Too many North Americans have 
internalized this fairy tale. A dream home won‟t fix them, or their relationships. It may do just the 
opposite. Approached with prudence and an appropriate degree of balance, what a reasonable 
home can do — whether it‟s a house or a condo or an apartment, whether it‟s owned or rented — 
is provide a stable foundation for the life you‟ve already worked hard to achieve. 
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Next episode 

Part 10: “Doom Blogs” 

My early mornings with coffee are no longer spent on RealtyLink comparing the relative merits 

and prices of listed houses to our house, and speculating how high the price of our place might 

climb. Now my early mornings with coffee become an inversion, reading the doom blogs and 

speculating how far the price of houses, our place included, might crash, and wondering if we’ll 

stay above water, in positive equity territory, or if the money we’re bleeding on the reno, chewing 

away at our equity, will be compounded with a crash progressively shrinking the amount there is 

to chew… 

Financial details — our house 

Asking Price: $355,000  Sale Price: $355,000 

Down payment: $88,750 Mortgage (at purchase, Sep 2003): $266,250 
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